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Stellingen

De selectie van 'forward' 0X174 mutanten, via het uitplaten op 'double layer'
platen zoals beschreven door Humayun en Chambers (1979) is niet bruikbaar voor
het vaststellen van een volledig mutatiespectrum.

Humayun, M.Z., Chambers, R.W., 1479, Construction of a site-specific, dcletion-frameshift
mutation in an essential gene of bacteriophage 0X174. Nature, 278, 524-529.

2. Het door Bhanot et al. (1979) gesuggereerde gemak waarmee 0X174 mutanten met
een mutatie in het G-gen geselecteerd kunnen worden met behulp van een E. coli
stam, die een functioneel gen voor het G-eiwit op een plasmied bevat, gaat voorbij
aan de hoeveelheid werk die nodig is om de 0X174 fagen over te prikken voordat
de selectie kan plaatsvinden.

Phanot, O.S., Khan, S.A., Chambers, R.W., 1979, A new system for studying molecular
mechanisms of mutations by carcinogens. J. Biol. Chem., 254, 12684-12693.

3. Zowel leveranciers als gebruikers van hard- en software realiseren zich
onvoldoende dat handleidingen gelezen moeten worden.

Rego, F.A., 1984, How to read a manual. In: The image/3000 handbook. Ed. Russell, M.
(Seattle: Wordware).

4. De verplichting op te treden als scheidsrechter op de meeste squashtoernooien
waaraan men deelneemt, doet afbreuk aan het recreatieve karakter van deze
toernooien, gezien het gedrag van sommige sp(e)el(st)ers ten aanzien van
scheidsrechters.

5. Één van de essenties van de bergsport is niet het verkennen maar het accepteren
van je grenzen.



6. De waarde die juryleden, impressario's en muziekdocenten hechten aan het winnen
van een nuziekconcours doet ten onrechte vermoeden dat de beste musicus wint.

Lelie-. C .. 1W7. Het nut van concoursen. Pianiihutletin. 5 /3 . 2(>-M).

Heg, H.. I'WO, Een leven in de mu/iek als een ontdekkingsreis: Interview met Miisuko l chida.
\ olkskrum. vrijdag 24-lMlW0. 7.

7. De toepassing van de "Assessment Center Methode' tijdens sollicitatieprocedures
voor hogere en leidinggevende functies, geeft in vergelijking tot de traditionele
selectiemethoden meer garanties voor een objectieve beoordeling van de
kandidaten en zal dientengevolge leiden tot een toename van het aantal vrouwen
in deze functies.

Kramers. C.C W.. De Jongh. F.D.. \l^K). Vrouwen in Assessment C enters. RPD, i'enlrum voor
management a ssesstneni.
Ritchie. R.J.. Moses. J.L.. 19S3. Assessment center correlates of women's advancement into
middle management: a 7 year longitudinal analysis. J. Appl. Psvi'h., 68. 227-2,-tl.

8. Het heeft weinig zin veel geld in de kinderopvang van 0 - 4 jarigen te stoppen,
indien men niet zorgt voor een goede opvang van kinderen boven de 4 jaar.

Meijvogcl. R.. I 'M). Buitenschoolse opvang van kinderen. Jeugd en samenleving. 3 . If>2-1(>(>.
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CHAPTHR 1

General introduction

Nowadays there is much evidence clearly showing that mutations, i.e.. changes
in ihe cellular DNA such as base pair substitutions, deletions, insertions, amplifications
and iranslocaiions. can cause cancer (Tannock and Hill 1987). Therefore, studying the
molecular mechanisms underlying the formation of mutations becomes of increasing
importance in fundamental cancer research and can considerably improve our basic
understanding of the initial steps, which lead to the transformation of a normal cell into
a tumor cell. One of the various biological effects which can be observed when living
cells of multicellular organisms are exposed to ionizing radiation is that some of the cells
can be mutated and tiansformed into cancer cells. Due to background radiation and the
application of ionizing radiation in modern medicine, ionizing radiation may be
considered as a common mutagenic and carcinogenic agent to which we are exposed.

The mutagenic effect of ionizing radiation was already known in the beginning
of this century shortly after the discovery of X-rays (Rontgen 1895) and the radioactivity
of Uranium (Becquerel 18%) and Radium (Curie and Curie 1898). In 1927 Muller
conclusively demonstrated the induction of mutations in Drosophihi melanoguster after
irradiation of sperm with X-rays. This paper marks the first example of mutation
induction by an environmental agent. Stadler independently confirmed in 1928 Mailer's
results by irradiating seeds of barley with X-rays or a Radium source. The -y-rays
originating from Radium also proved to be mutagenic. These two publications opened
the field of researcii on the mutagenic effect of ionizing radiation and other
environmental agents (Sturtevant 1965).

Exposure of cells to ionizing radiation causes ionization or excitation of the
cell components. As a result of the subsequent reactions the cell components will be
damaged and may loose their functions. Many of the observed hiological effects including
reproductive cell death and the formation of mutations can be attributed to damage in
one of the most vital components of the cell: the cellular DNA, which carries (he genetic
information. Besides by direct absorption of radiation energy in the DNA molecules
themselves, an important part of the DNA damage in the case of y-irradiation is
indirect1)' introduced by radiation energy absorption by the cellular water, which makes
up about 70% of the cellular mass. This leads to the formation of very reactive OH'
radicals, H' radicals and hydrateel electrons, which react with DNA or otherwise with
organic compounds present in the cell, resulting in the creation of secondary radicals
which in turn can react with the DNA. In this context it is important to note that OH'
radicals are also formed as a byproduct during normal cellular aerobic metabolism and
are suspected to play an important role in spontaneous mutagenesis and carcinogenesis
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(Joenje i't al. 199(1). Therefore, a study of the mutagcnic effects of ionizing radiation may
also give more information about the extent to which spontaneously formed OH" radicals
and other radicals contribute to mutagenesis and cancer incidence.

Although it is clear that mutations are the consequence of radiation-induced
DNA damage, very little is known aboui the kinds of damage which can cause mutations
and the types of mutations they bring about. The same is true for the molecular
mechanisms which are involved in radiation-induced mutagenesis. One of the major
problems is the large number of different radiation DNA products, possibly up to
hundred or even more (Hutchinson 1985). many of which are not identified due to the
fact, that they are produced in small amounts or have a short lifetime. Another
complicating factor, which has to be considered is, that most cells have the capacity to
both chemically and enzymatically repair DNA damages. So far it is known that only a
fraction of the radiation-induced DNA products can be repaired efficiently in irradiated
cells and knowledge about the repair of the majority of the DNA lesions is lacking. On
the other hand it should be kept in mind, that the repair systems may not always perform
their task correctly and therefore may contribute to mutagenesis.

The aim of the study described in this thesis was to get more information on
the mutagenic properties of radiation-induced DNA modifications and the possible
mechanisms involved in radiation-induced mutagenesis, principally by investigating the
kinds of mutations by DNA sequence analysis. To this end the mutations were analyzed
after y-irradiation of recombinant bacteriophage M13 and plasmid pUC DNA in diluted
aqueous solutions, followed by transfection or transformation to E. coli cells, in which
the (damaged) DNA molecules are repaired and replicated. Error-prone repair, misrepair
or bypass of lesions during replication may lead to the introduction of mutations. Both
the M13 and the plasmid DNA use \ in our mutation studies contain a mutation target
sequence, which makes an easy selection and sequence analysis of mutant DNA
molecules possible (for details see section 7 of this chapter). Under the radiation
conditions used, e.g., irradiation of diluted aqueous DNA solutions, we are only dealing
with DNA damage introduced by the water derived OH' and H' radicals and the
hydrated electrons (the so called indirect effect of radiation). By using different gas
conditions during irradiation the relative yields of these reacting species can be
manipulated (see section 1 of this chapter), which open:-, up the opportunity to determine
their effects separately.

In the remainder of this chapter the most important effects of ionizing
radiation on water and DNA molecules are discussed. Subsequently the subject of
radiation-induced DNA damages and their enzymatic repair is briefly touched upon. This
is followed by a discussion of some aspects of mutation induction and the role of SOS
response in mutagenesis. Finally the system used to score mutations is described in more
detail.
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Chapter 2 describes the mutation spectrum obtained in ds (double-stranded)
M13 DNA after irradiation under oxic conditions. The mutation spectrum obtained under
the same conditions and in the same mutation target but cloned in plasmid DNA, is
described in chapter 4. The mutation specificity under anoxic conditions (solutions
saturated with N,O) in ds M13 DNA is given in chapter 3. In chapter 5 results obtained
after irradiation of ds M13 DNA under N, conditions will be discussed together with
experiments with ss (single-stranded) DNA. Similarities and differences between
radiation-induced mutation spectra obtained by other groups and those presented in this
thesis will be discussed in chapter 6.

1. Ionizing radiation and the radiation chemistry of water

Ionizing radiation can be described as radiation whose interaction with matter
leads to ionizations (and at the same time also to excitations). It stems from natural
sources in our environment like cosmic radiation and the decay of radioactive isotopes.
Man made sources of ionizing radiation lo which we are exposed are, for instance, X-ray
sources for medical diagnosis, 60Co y-rays used in radiotherapy, nuclear reactors (e.g.,
Tsjernobyl) and atomic weapons (e.g., as used on Hiroshima). Ionizing radiation includes
electromagnetic radiation such as y- and X-rays and particle radiation with high velocities
such as a- and B-particles and neutrons.

In this thesis we have studied the effects of 60Co y-rays, which are short wave
length electromagnetic rays. 60Co is an artificial radioisotope and it decays to the stable
isotope 60Ni under emission of a S-particle and two photons of energies of 1.17 and 1.33
MeV which are produced in equal numbers. In most 60Co sources, the B-particles are
absorbed by a stainless steel jacket through which most of the y-rays will pass. These
y-rays may interact with the solution containing the solute to be studied (e.g., DNA). This
absorption process, also called Compton effect, results in ionized molecules, free
electrons and scattered y-rays with energies lower than the incident radiation. The high
energy Compton electrons next ionize the medium in which they travel. However the
energy is not deposited uniformly along the path of the electrons, but in small packages
(about 100 eV) called 'spurs'. These spurs consist of one or more excited/ionized
molecules and electrons. The components of a spur may react with each other or diffuse
into the solution (Henglein et al. 1969).

Living organisms consist for more than 70% of water and during irradiation
an important part of the energy will be absorbed by water molecules, which as a
consequence become ionized and excited. Subsequent reactions with other water
molecules or decomposition products lead to the formation of OH' radicals, H' radicals,
hydrated electrons (e~,q), H2, H2O2 and H3O+. These products are found in irradiated
water irrespective of the type and energy of radiation, whereas their amounts are
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Gas condition

N,

N, / \[\2 M phosphate

N2O

o.

OH'

2.7

2.7

5.4

2.7

H'

0.55

3.20

0.55

-

2.65

-

-

-

0.45

0.45

0.45

0.45

H2O,

0.7

0.7

n.d.f)

0.85

HO- , /O ' , -

-

-

-

3.2

Table 1: (i values (in molecules (1011 cV) ') i.f lhc products formed on "'Co Y-irradialion of walcr at
pH 7 - 7.2 under different gas condilion.s (derived from von Sonntag 14M7). *' n.d. : nol determined.

dependent both on the energy and the type of the used radiation. The amounts are given
in radiation-chemical yields or G values, which are defined as the number of species
produced or disappearing per 100 eV absorbed energy. The radiation-chemical yields of
the decomposition of water after 60Co y-irradiation under different gas conditions used
in our experiments are summarized in table 1.

The formed radical products (OH", H',e~aq) are very reactive. The OH'
radical is a strongly oxidizing species, whereas H' radicals and the hydrated electrons are
reducing species. H2 produced by the irradiation of water has no effect at all, while H2O,
and h O ' 2 / O \ ~ are often unreactive. However in the presence of metals such as F.i'"
or Cu2+, OH' radicals will be generated from HO'2 /O'2~ and H,O2 by the metal-
catalyzed Haber-Weiss reaction (Joenje et al. 1990). During irradiation of cells at least
a part of the OH' radicals will be formed by this reaction.

The presence of N2O gas during irradiation of water leads to the conversion
of hydrated electrons into OH' radicals, as a result of the following reaction:

N2O + e - q + H2O - OH' + N2 + OH~

The reacting sp:cies under these conditions are for 90% OH" and 10% H' radicals (see
table 1).

During irradiation of water under oxic conditions H* radicals and hydrated
electrons are converted into the less reactive HO' j /O ' 2 " radicals:

O2 + H'

O2 + e -

HO'2

Consequently the main remaining reactive species under oxygen conditions will be the
OH' radical.
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Hydrated electrons react with the H2PO4~ component of a phosphate buffer
resulting in the formation of an H' radical:

H,PO4- + e-aq -» H" + HPO.,:

The reacting species after irradiation of phosphate buffer under nitrogen consist for 55Vr
of H" radicals and 45% of OH' radicals.

2. Radiation damage in DNA and repair

Irradiation of DNA molecules leads to DNA damages. The damage is caused
by a direct energy disposition in the DNA molecule itself (called 'direct effect') or results
from reactions with the reactive radical species, formed in de vicinity of the DN'A
molecule (called 'indirect effect'). However the kinds of damage formed in these two
processes are probably the same although their relative quantities might be different
(Schulte-Frohlinde 1986).

Relatively little is known about the formation of the radiation products in
DNA, mainly due to the fact that their identification is very difficult. The products are
not only distributed unevenly over the DNA molecule, but most products are present in
only small amounts whereas others are unstable. Much more is known about products
formed after irradiation of DNA bases, nucleosides and nucleotides and sometimes
polynucleotides, which were used as model systems for DNA (von Sonntag 1987).
Although some of the products identified in these compounds are found in DNA, other
modifications also occur. This indicates that for a part other reaction mechanisms are
involved in ds DNA as compared to DNA components, leading to diffeient types of
damage.

Radiation-induced damage is generally classified in the following categories:
base damage, strand breaks (both single-stranded and double-stranded and mostly
resulting from a sugar damage) and apurinic and apyrimidinic sites (also called AP or
abasic sites). Irradiation of cells or DNA in the presence of proteins will in addition lead
to the formation of DNA-protein crosslinks.

The biological effect of the radiation-induced DNA damages depends on the
ability of the cell to deal with DNA damages. Some of the radiation-induced DNA
radicals can be chemically repaired, for instance, by SH-group containing compounds
present in the cell. Moreover all living cells have several enzymatic repair systems which
are able to recognize and repair a great number of different DNA lesions. DNA repair
systems are best studied in prokaryotes, especially in Escherichia coli, whereas in
eukaryotic cells the biochemical characterization of repair systems has just started. The
enzymatic systems can be classified into direct repair, excision repair and post-replication
repair systems.

5



In direct DNA repair the chemical change in DNA bases is reversed without
replacement of bases or nucleotides (for example, the ring opened products of purines
figure 4).

During excision repair DNA damages are removed from one strand and the
complementary strand is used as matrix for new DNA strand synthesis. There are two
types of excision repair systems, base excision repair (Sancar and Sancar 19X8) and
nucleotide excision repair (van Houten 1990). In base excision repair the damaged base
is removed from DNA by hydrolysis of the V-glycosylic bond between the deoxyribose
and the damaged base by a DNA glycosylase which is specific for the induced DNA
damage, resulting in an AP (abasic) site in the DNA. Subsequently AP endonucleases
hydrolyze the phosphodiester bond adjacent to AP sites and by the joint action of DNA
polymerase and ligase, the correct nucleotide sequence is restored. The nucleotide
excision repair system recn^^es a broad spectrum of DNA damages, probably by its
ability to recognize the da j;e-induced conformationa! changes in the DNA and not so
much the chemically modified bases per se. The damaged base is removed from the DNA
as part of an oligonucleotide and the resulting gap is filled up by DNA polymerase I and
the final nick sealed by DNA ligase.

Post-replication repair takes place during or directly after DNA replication.
Recombination repair (Radding 1982, Walker 1985) and mismatch repair (Radman and
Wagner 1986, Modrich 1987) in E. coli fall under this category.

In the next 2 sections some of the radiation products in DNA will be discussed
and the role of some repair systems of E. coli in the elimination of these products from
DNA will be considered.

3. Damage of the sugar moiety and base release and its repair in E. coli cells.

During irradiation of DNA sugar radicals are formed by abstraction of an
H-atom of the sugar moiety by an OH" radical. This leads to the following products (von
Sonntag 1987) (see figure 1):
A. Strand breaks due to a lost nucleoside moiety with 5'- and 3'-phosphate groups as

end groups.
B. Strand breaks with an altered sugar moiety at one of the phosphate linkages. Nearly

always the unaltered base originally attached to the sugar is lost.
C. The unaltered base is lost and the sugar is altered but both phosphate linkages are

still intact (no strand break)
The products mentioned under A and B, are direct strand breaks, whereas the products
mentioned under C, can be converted into a strand break by alkali treatment or heat
treatment of the DNA.
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Figure 1: A schematic representation of direct (A and B) or indirect (C and D) strand breaks as a result
of irradiation of DNA ( | : sugar, ^: altered sugar, P: phosphate, B: base).

Base damages m^y lead to a labilization of the glycosylic bond. As a result the
damaged base is released, leaving an abasic site (see figure 1-D). These abasic sites can
also be converted into strand breaks after an alkali treatment, although (Lafleur 1978)
more stringent conditions have to be appiicd than in the case of the damage mentioned
under C .

Irradiation of plasmid DNA in water leads to direct single-strand breaks at all
nucleotide sites in the DNA molecule with equal probability, regardless of the nucleotide
sequence (Henner et al. 1982). Irradiation of ss DNA fragments, followed by a hot alkali
treatment, results in strand breakage which is not randomly distributed. At lower doses
the scission occurs preferentially at guanine positions and the order G > A > T > C was
observed. At higher doses the breaks preferentially appeared at thymine and the order
was shown to be altered into: T > G > A > C (Duplaa and Teoule 1985). The
difference in base sequence specificity for alkali-labile strand breaks between low and
high doses is not understood.
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Hcnncr ct ul. {19X3) showed that two tvpes of 3'-lermini (^'-phosphate and
3'-phosphoglycolate. see figure 2) of radiation-induced strand breaks can be hvdrolyzed
b\ the /:'. colt exonuclease 111 enzyme. Later a second enzyme, endonuclease IV. was
detected which also had the capability to remove these 3'-lermini (Demple el ul. 1986.
I.evir ct ul. 19X8). Since DNA polvmera.se I is not able to remove this type of termini,
an important function of exonuclease III and endonuclease IV during ss break repair is
to remove 3'-phosphate and 3'-sugar moieties leaving 3'OH groups that can act as
primer for DNA polymerase I. whereas DNA ligase will seal the nick (Demple et ul.

(see figure 2).

5 y<- yp yp yp y* * y y yp yp y
8 B B B B ,_,„.,„ B B B B B

B B B B B BB BB

(X • phosphate or phosphogiycoiate)
ds DNA

xonuclease Ml I or endonucleaee IV

5 ^ , P ^ , P ^ P , P , 3

B B B B B

B B SB

I

B B B l i g a s e B B

A A

v-^Up^U''^U'>^u»

B 8 B B B B B

Figure 2: A schematic representation of the repair of ss breaks with .V-phosphate (mentioned in figure
I-A) and .V-ptutsphoglycolatc (mentioned :r> figure 1-B) termini ( | : sugar, P: phosphate, B: base.)

Both enzymes recognize also abasic (AP) sites (see figure 1-D) and initiate the
repair process of these sites by incision at the 5'-site of the abasic sugar, leaving 3'-OH
and 5'-P termini. DNA polymerase I and DNA ligase complete the repair process. It is
not known if exonuclease III or endonuclease IV remove DNA damages of the type
shown in figure 1-C.
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An E. coli doubie mutant deficient in both exonuclease III and endonuclease
IV appeared to be extremely sensitive to the lethal effects of •y-rays (Cunningham el a/.
19X6). while E. coli mutants which were deficient in only one of two enzymes show no
increased sensitivity (Seeberg and Steinum 1980). It seems that the two enzymes are able
to replace each other in the repair of radiation damages.

Besides ss breaks, ds breaks also are formed by irradiation of DNA both in
diluted aqueous solutions and in cells. Although the detailed mechanism of ds break
induction is not known, it is thought that each of the constituent single-strand breaks is
formed by the same mechanism as described for ss separate breaks (Ward 1990) and that
they are produced by single radical attack as well as a result of two independently
induced ss breaks in opposite strands within a certain distance (van der Schans 1973. van
Touw et al. 1985). Although ds breaks are likely to be related to reproductive cell death
(von Sonntag 1987). most cells, both prokaryotic and eukaryotic, are able to repair ds
breaks by recombination repair (Breimer 1988).

4. Base damages and their repair in E. coli cells

Most of the work on the identification of radiation-induced base damages is
done by studying the products formed after irradiation of the free bases (for pyrimidines
see: von Sonntag and Schuchmann 1986, and for purines see: Cadet and Berger 1985).
The base modificatio is formed after irradiation of DNA are less well studied, but it
seems that the product formation by radiation of bases in DNA largely follows the same
mechanisms as for the free bases (von Sonntag 1987), although the ratio of the formed
products may differ and also other damages are formed in DNA. The base alterations
resulting from a primary attack of a DNA base by an OH' radical (both under oxic and
anoxic conditions) are best studied, whereas of the base products resulting from an H"
radical attack much less is known. In this section we will discuss some of the radiation-
induced base products in DNA and, as far as known, the way they are repaired in E. coli
cells.

4.1. The pyrimidines

The products formed from the pyrimidine bases result from an addition of an
OH' radical or H' radical to the 5,6 double bond of the pyrimidine. In the presence of
oxygen (no H" radical attack) hydroperoxides will be formed, most of which subsequently
react to a number of different products. The H' radical attack results mainly in other
products, but some are found after both OH' and H" radical attack. The pyrimidine
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products formed after irradiation of DNA in diluted aqueous solutions under oxic and
anoxic conditions are reviewed by Teoule (1987).

4. La Thymine

Thymine glycol is one of the major thymine-derived products after irradiation
of DNA in diluted aqueous solution both under oxic and anoxic conditions (see figure 3).
However thymine glycol is detected in much smaller amounts when cells are irradiated,
probably due to a different physical state of the cellular DNA as compared with that in
solution (Teebor et al. 1988). An alternative explanation may be that before extraction
of DNA from the irradiated cells, repair of thymine glycol has already occurred. Besides
thymine glycol the addition of an OH* or H' radical to the 5,6 double bond of thymine
leads to a great number of other compounds, including 5-hydroxy-5-methylhydantoin
(a major product, under oxic conditions) and urea (found under oxic conditions) (see
figure 3).

Two enzymes in E. coli are able to deal with these thymine damages.
Endonuclease III (also called X-ray endonuclease or thymine glycol-DNA glycosylase)
removes a variety of damaged thymines from irradiated DNA, including thymine glycoi
(Breimer and Lindahl 1984), whereas exonuclease III recognizes urea residues and
probably other oxidized base residues, but not thymine glycol (Kow and Wallace 1985).

OH' radical attack on the methyl group of thymine under oxic conditions
leads to the formation of 5-hydroxymethyluracil and this product appears to be formed
in a dose dependent manner in DNA irradiated in solution or in cells (Frenkel et al.
1985). In mammalian cells a specific DNA glycosylase has been identified which removes
5-hydroxymethyluracil from DNA (Hollstein et al. 1984). This DNA glycosylase has not
been detected in prokaryotes and it is not known whether 5-hydroxymethyluraci] is
repaired in E. coli.

4.1.b Cytosine

Half of the radiation products of cytosine induced under oxic conditions have
lost the amino group on the C4 atom and are related to uracil (Hutchinson 1985).
Irradiation of 2'-deoxycytidine-5'-monophosphate in N2O-saturated aqueous solutions
leads to low yields of uracil (Dizdaroglu and Simic 1984). If uracil is also formed on
irradiation of DNA, it will be recognized and removed by uracil-DNA glycosylase which
removes uracil from both ss and ds DNA. After irradiation of DNA in diluted aqueous
solutions under oxic conditions 5-hydroxycytosine and uracil glycol are likely to be the
major cytosine radiation products (Teoule 1987), whereas destruction of the ring
structure of cytosine lead to the formation of urea (see figure 3).

10
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Ihymine glycol
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exonuclease

5-hydroxymethyluracll

repaired by
5-hydroxymelhyluracil
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endonuclease III?

5-hydroxycytosirie
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repaired by
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Figure 3: Some of the pyrimidine DNA radiation products and their repair.
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Like most thvminc products, cytosine products also are removed by
endonuclease III (Teebor et ul. 19HK). As described above urea is removed by
exonuclease III.

4.2. The purifies

The radiation chemistry of the purines is much less understood than that of
the pyrimidines. It is known that OH' radicals attack the 7.8 double bond of purines and
after irradiation of DNA in aqueous solutions under oxic conditions 8-hydroxypurine and
formamidopyrimidines (imidazole ring opened products) are formed (Teoule 1987) (see
figure 4). In the absence of oxygen the same purine radiation products are detected
although the ratio of the products is altered and relatively more ring opened products are
found (H'jtchinson 1985). It seems that E. roli cells have two different repair enzymes
that are able to deal with these ring opened products. Purine imidazole-ring cyclase
(PurlR cyclase) is able to reclose the opened imidazole rings without replacement of the

4,6 diamino-5-formamido-
pyrimidine
(ring-opened imidazole product)

repaired by PurlR cyclase or
formamidopyrimidine-DNA
glycosylase

8-hydroxyadenine
repair?

2,4-dlamino-5-formamido-
I J<^^ pyrimidln-8-one

repaired by PurlR
H \yg^JL st^^, forrr>3midopyrimid

cyclaao or
ine-DNA

glycosylase

8-hydroxyguanlne

repair?

Figure 4: Some of the purine radiation products in DNA and their repair.
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purine from the sugar phosphate backbone (Chetsanga and CJ igorian 1985). whereas the
enzyme for.namidopyrimidine-DNAglycosylase removes the nng opened purine product
trom the D'NA chains (Breimcr 19X4) by base excision repair. So far no repair system
is detected which is able to repair 8-hydroxypurines.

•J.3. The role of mwteotide excision rcj

The nucleotide excision repair system has a very broad spectrum of action and
removes bulky adducts, I'V-induced pyrimidire dimers but also AP sites (van Houten
1990), probably by its ability to recognize the damage-induced conformational changes
in the DNA.

ds DNA
with lesion

RECOGNITION

OPEN
COMPLEX

INCISION

REPAIR
SYNTHESIS

repaired DNA

2 UvrC

incision

B

(UvrAL

UvrDl
DNA oolymerase l l UvrB

r UvrC

UvrD
DNft polymeraae
ligase

Figure 5: A schematic representation of nuclcotidc excision repair in E. coli.
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t a r t l e t s t h e I \ r B u n i t t o t h e s i t e o f t h e d a m a g e a l t e r - , s h u h t h e I \ r \ d u v . e r - - e •• - e i :
T h e i n c i s i o n c o m p l e x i s f o r m - . - d h \ t h e b i n d i n g o t t w o ( \ r ( p r o t e i n ^ t o : " c I \ ' F \ \
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n o t d i s s o c i a t e w i t h o u t t h e a c t i o n s ot D N A p o n m c r . i s e I u h i c h n i l - ;r. t h e ^ . ip .'.'\: " '."••:

I ' v r D p r o t e i n ( h e l i c a s e I I ) w h i c h h e l p s t o d i s s o c i a t e t h e p o s i - m c ; s i o n c o t : i ; i ' e \ .i".i: : : e
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t o c o m p l e t e t h e r e p a i r p a t c h ( s e e fo r a r e v i e w of n u c l e o t u l e e x c i s i o n r e p a i r in / , .',:.
v a n H o u i e n 1 W 0 ) .

A s it w a s s h o w n t h a t A P s i t e s a n d t h \ m i n e u K c o l a r e s u h s t r a . e s t o r n u c l e o t i d e
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b ' i c t e r i o p h a g e cpx 174 D N A u n d e r a n o x i c c o n d i t i o n s a n d t r a n s f e c n o n t o a n iiir \ o r
uvrC~ E. coli s t r a i n l e a d s t o a l o w e r s u r \ i \ a l c o m p a r e d t o t r a n s f e c t i o n t o t h e w i l d t s p e
strain. Thi;: was not the case when the DNA was irradiated under oxic conditions. These
results show that at least under a.unie conditions nucleotide excision repair pla\s a role
in the repair of DNA damages introduced b\ ioni/ing irradiation.

5. Mutation induction ar H specificity

Presently much evidence is available showing that most mutations are caused
and targeted by DNA damages, i.e., chemical modifications of the DNA components.
These damages can be the result of an exposure of the cell(s) to exogenous genoto.xic
agents, but also endogenous reactive compounds, formed during cellular metabolism mav
be involved. Generally, the kinds of mutations which are formed, appear to be dependent
on the mutagenic agent. This can be ascribed for an important part to the fact that each
mutagen introduces its own characteristic spectrum of DNA modifications. Besides
specificity with regard to the types of mutations, in a number of cases mutaticnal site
specificity is observed, i.e., the mutations appear to be preferentially formed in certain
regio.is of the DNA in a way which is characteristic for a particular mutagen. A factor
which probably plays an important role in this phenomenon is that most mutagenic
agents will have a higher reactivity to certain sites in the DNA than to others. Also the
efficiency of repair may be dependent on the site, where DNA lesions are introduced.
Both the preferential reactivity of mutagens and the efficiency of repair of the
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introduced DNA lesions will probably be influenced by the local DNA sequence and
conformation as well by those of the surrounding sequence (Burns ct al. 1987. Seeberg
ami F-'uchs 1 WO). In cells, in particular in eukaryotic cells, a number of other factors are
presumably involved, which influences both the kinds of mutations and the site
specifici:>. like the location of a particular DNA sequence within the cell nucleus, local
torsional stress, which may favor the formation of secondary structures in DNA such as
hairpins and cruciforms, the accessibility of a particular DNA sequence to repair enzymes
and other proteins, attachment to the nuclear envelope or nuclear matrix, etc. (Joenje
rl til. IW(I).

DNA damages introduced by physical or chemical agents that give rise to
mutations can be divided into two classes (Miller 1983, Walker 1984). The first class of
lesions results in mutations directly during DNA replication (or DNA repair synthesis).
Base pair substitutions (point mutations) can be introduced during this process hv
mispairing with modif'ed bases. The modified base can be the result of the mutagen
incorporation itself (c.#.. 2-aminopurinc) or the mutagen alters a base in such a way that
specific mispairing occurs (e.g., probably 8-hydroxyguanine. this thesis). Although much
less is known about the types of lesions and the molecular mechanisms involved in the
creation of gross rearrangements, such as insertions, deletions and DNA sequence
rearrangements, it is conceivable that they are generated during replication-mediated
processing or repair (e.g., recombination repair) of perhaps more complicated damages.

The second class of lesions only gives rise to mutations after the induction of
the so-called SOS response. In this case the formation of bp substitutions also is one of
the consequences, whereas the possible role of SOS response in the formation of gross
rearrangements is not well known. The SOS response and its role in mutagenesis will be
discussed in the next section.

6. SOS response and its role in mutagenesis

Treatments that damage DNA in E. coli induce a series of phenotypical
changes together called SOS response (see for review, Walker 1984 and 1985). These
cellular responses include enhanced resistance to the killing effects of genotoxic agents,
prophage induction, filamentous growth and induced mutability. The proteins LexA and
RecA play a crucial role in the coordinated control of the SOS response. The RecA
protein is involved in the activation of the SOS response, whereas the LexA protein
represses the genes which are under SOS response control by binding to the 'SOS box'
(consensus sequence: -5'-CTG-N10-CAG-3'-, N is nucleotide) which is located in the
promoter area of the repressed genes (see figure 6).

Induction of the SOS response occurs when DNA lesions, introduced by
damaging agents block the DNA replication. As a result DNA synthesis is reinitiated
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Figure fi: Model for ihc regulation of the SOS t\,ponsc in /•.'. roli (adapted from Walker I'IN.S).

downstream with regard to the lesion and segments of ss DNA are created. These
ss DNA gaps activate the RecA protein. The activated RecA protein promotes the
autocatalytic cleavage am! inactivation of the I.exA protein and the repressed SOS genes
are expressed at higher levels. The genes involved in the SOS response are lex A
(repression of SOS response), rccA (regulation SOS response and involved in
recombination repair), uvr A, uvrB and uvrD (involved in nucleotide excision repair),
i/niuC, umuD( responsible for miitagenic bypass mechanisms), sul A, sttlB (involved in cell
division) and a number of din genes whose functions are unknown. However most 'SOS
genes" are expressed at basal levels even in depressed condition.

Upon recovery of the cell from DNA damage the amount of ss DNA gaps
decreases and recA proteins loose their ability to promote cleavage of lexA proteins, /.<•.,
the amount of repressor proteins increases and the SOS genes are repressed again.
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6.1. \lutav.enic b\ms\ beyond blocking lesions as a consequence of SOS response

DNA damages may block DNA replication because DNA polymerase is not
capable to incorporate a nucleotide opposite the blocking lesion. Presently it i* supposed
that replicative bypass beyond these blocking lesions involves two distinct steps: a. (mis)-
incorporation of a nucleotide opposite the blocking lesion uhirh is mediated by the
activated RecA protein and b. elongation of DNA strand syntheses beyond the
misincorporation by DNA polymerase III holoenzyme. requiring L'muD and L'muC
proteins (Bridges and Uoodgate 1985). It seems that by the action of these proteins the
replication apparatus becomes more processhe for blocking lesions (Battista et al. 1988}
probably due to the inaccivation of the proofreading subunit of the DNA polymerase
(Jonczyk et al. 198X).

The bypass process is not error-free and causes mutations. In vitro
experiments showed that under certain conditions there is a strong preference for the
insertion of adenine (and to a lesser extent guanine) opposite a non-instructive lesion
(Strauss 1982). This preference for the incorporation of an adenine is also called the
A-rule. Depurinated sites in DNA are blocking lesions for DNA replication and in vivo
replication of depurinated ss (pX]n4 or M13 DNA results in mutation induction but only
in SOS-induced E. co/i host cells (Schaaper et al. 1983 and Kunkel 1984). Sequence
analysis of the mutants showed that also during in vivo replication adenine is
preferentially incorporated opposite the non-coding apurinic sites. This implicates that
if DNA polymerase follows the A-rule after SOS induction opposite most non-coding
lesions an adenine will be incorporated.

6.2. The role of t\\e SOS response in ionizing radiation-induced mutagenesis

Irradiation of suspensions of M13 phages with y-rays and transfection of the
phages to both non-SOS-induced and SOS-induced E. coli host cells leads in both cases
to mutation induction, but the mutation frequency is higher when assayed in non-SOS-
induced host cells (Brandenburger et al. 1981). The mutations (all bp substitutions)
induced in phages which were replicated in non-SOS-induced host cells may result from
direct mispairing during DNA replication. Alternatively transfection of radiation damaged
phages possibly is by itself an inducing signal for SOS response and the mutations are
induced during SOS response stimulated bypass. On the other hand, however, after
transfection of irradiated /. phages to recA~ E. coli host cells (in which no SOS response
can be induced) mutation induction was observed by Tindall et al. (1988). showing that
ionizing radiation induces DNA lesions which cause mutations by direct mispairing. The
fact that transfection of both irradiated M13 and /. phages to SOS response-induced host
cells leads to an increase of mutation frequency indicates that also mutagenic bypass as
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Chapter I

a consequence of SOS response plays an important role in mutagenesi;; by ionizing
radiation.

7. The mutation systems used to score and analyze
mutations induced by ionizing radiation.

To study the relationship between radiation-induced DNA damages and their
mutagenic potential we used bacteriophage M13 and plasmid pUC DNA which both
contain a part of the lacZ gene of E. co/i. The fragment comprises the regulatory region
and a part of the lacZ gene coding for the a-chain of B-galactosidase, whereas an
additional polycloning site was included to allow the insertion of foreign DNA (Messing
et al. 1977, Vierra and Messing 1982). Transfection of the phage or transformation of the
plasmid to an E. coli host cell containing the other part of the lacZ gene results in active
8-galactosidase by in situ a-complernentation. 6-Galactosidase activity can be traced by
plating the infected or transformed host on plates containing IPTG (isopropyl-
thiogalactoside), an inducer of the lactose operon and X-gal (5-bromo-4-chloro-indolyl-
B-D-galactoside), which produces a blue colour after hydrolysis by fl-galactosidase.

Brouwer (1988) cloned in the Eco Rl and Hind III restriction enzyme sites
of the polycloning site of pUC8, a 144 bp insert (derived from Eco Rl and Hind III
restricted chromosomal E. coli DNA). This inframe insert does not contain a stop codon
and a-complementation with the host cell lead to blue colonies. The same 144 bp insert
was cloned in the M13 vector.

The M13 and pUC mutation systems allow us to score mutations such as the
introduction of stop codons, some missense mutations and frameshifts in the lacZa gene
or its 144 bp insert or disturbances of an essential lacZ promoter or operator signal, as
long as they lead to an inactive a-chain of B-galactosidase. Because the 144 bp insert is
not essential for an active a-chain, DNA sequences in the insert can be changed as long
as the reading-frame is not disturbed. This give us the opportunity to study the influence
of specific base sequences on mutation specificity. Moreover as the same 144 bp
sequence is cloned in two different replicons, we can also study the influence of the
replication in mutational specificity.

Both systems were used to score mutations induced ' y ionizing radiation.
A more extensive description of the two DNA systems and the procedure followed for
the selection of mutants with its mutation in the 144 bp insert can be found in chapter
2 and 3 (M13 DNA) and 4 (pUC DNA).
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CHAPTER 2

60Co y-rays induce predominantly C/G to G/C
transversions in double-stranded M13 DNA.'

Abstract

Upon irradiation with y-rays of an oxygenated aqueous solution of double-stranded M1.3 DNA,
a very specific mutation spectrum was found with respect to both the type and the positions in the DNA
sequence. Of the 23 mutations, which were sequenced, 16 represent a C/G to G/C transversion. A t /G to
T/A transition was found once and a G/C to T/A transversion twice. The remaining 4 mutations are
frame.shifts, 2 arc identical and formed by the insertion of a G/C base pair; the other 2 mulalions are due
loa duplication of 10 base pairs (bp) situated at different positions but with a remarkable homology in base
sequence. Fourteen mutations, including the 2 duplications are found in the neighbourhood of a
TGCT/ACGA sequence.

1. Introduction

When living cells are exposed to ionizing radiation such as Y-rav!v a broad
variety of biological effects can be observed. The cells can loose their capacity to divide
or to proliferate or are mutated or transformed into tumour cells. These effects can be
lai My explained by the fact that the cellular DNA is damaged.

A wide range of different types of radiation-induced DNA damages has been
identified, viz. base damages, single-strand (ss) breaks, apurinic or apyrimidinic (AP)
sites, alkali-labile sites, double-strand (ds) breaks and crosslinks within the DNA or
between DNA and protein (von Sonntag 1987, Hutchinson 1985). These chemical
modifications in the DNA can be partly ascribed to direct energy disposition in the DNA
molecule (direct effect) and partly to reactive water species and (secondary) organic
radicals which can diffuse to the DNA and may react with it (indirect effect). Most cells
have the capacity to recognize and repair damages in DNA, thereby preventing most of
the lethal consequences of the irradiation.

Damaged DNA may lead to mutations as a result of specific enzymatic
processing of DNA lesions, or to post-radiation replication. So far little is known about
the types of radiation-induced DNA lesions, responsible for the induction of mutations
and the underlying mechanisms by which they arise, in particular in the case of ds DNA.
To get deeper insight into radiation-induced mutagenesis we investigated the mutations.

1 This chapter has been published in Nucleic Acids Research by B. Hoebee, J. Brouwer, P. v.d. Putte,
H. Loman and J. Retel (Nucleic Acids Res., 1988, 16, 8147-8156).
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introduced by y-irradiation into ds DNA by sequence analysis under conditions where
virtually only the indirect radiation effect plays a role.

lac Z gene

Figure 1: MI3mpl(l with a 144 bp insert.

We used ds M13mpl() DNA (Messing 1983) with an inframe insert of 144 bp
in the region of the lcicZa gene (see figure 1). This insert has no influence on the
function of the LacZa product. Therefore cells carrying a lacZAM 15 transfected with thc
phage DNA give rise to blue plaques on X-gal indicator plates. Mutations like the
introduction of stop codons and frameshifts in lacZ or in the 144 bp insert or disturbance
of an essential lacZ promoter or operator signal give colourless plaques after
transfection. These mutations in the 144 bp insert and in the lacZ promoter/operator can
be analyzed by DNA sequencing using the commercial available 17-mer primer. The
144 bp insert as mutation target sequence has further the advantage that all kinds of
changes- in this sequence which do not disturb the reading frame of lacZ can be
introduced without affecting the IacZa gene function. This gives the opportunity to study
the influence of the surrounding sequence on mutation induction at a given site.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. DNA isolation

Ds DNA was isolated according to Maniatas etal. (1982) using CsCl gradients.
After ethanol precipitation the DNA was dialyzed against 1()'3 M sodiumphosphate buffer
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(pH 7.3) and 10 ' M EDTA to remove doubly and triply charged cations from the DNA
as much as possible. This was followed by dialysis of the DNA solution agyinst phosphate
buffer alone to remove the HDTA.

2.2. Irradiation conditions

Ds DNA (8 ug ml"1) dissolved in 1()"J M sodiumphosphate buffer (pH 7.3)
containing 1()"4 M MgCl2 was irradiated with 6UCo y-rays at 0.5 Gray min1. Before and
during the irradiation oxygen was flushed through the solution. Under these conditions
OH" radicals are the main reacting species, inducing primary DNA damage, which may
be modified by oxygen.

2.3. Transfection and plating

E. coli KMBL 5071 (¥'(lacl'\Z^M\5,pm)/ara \(lac,proUhi) was grown at
37 °C in YT medium (Dillon et al. 1985) to an ODft(,0m,, of 0.25. The culture was cooled
to 4 C and split up in portions of ! ml. To each portion 125 /il I M C a d , was added.
After 5 min 75 ng DNA per transformation mixture was incubated for another 30 min
on ice. The transformation mixtures were heat-shocked at 42 C for 2-3 min and
subsequently cooled on ice for 15 min. The mixtures were poured out (total or in
portions) on M9 plates (Dillon et al. 1985) with 8 mg/1 IPTG (isopropyl-8-D-thiagalacto-
pyranosicle, inducer of the lacZ operon) using topagar (9 g NaCl, 8 g agar per liter)
containing 1.6 mg X-gal (5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl-6-D-galactopyranosidc. a lactose
derivate that produces a blue colour after hydrolysis by 8-galactosidase) and 0.2 ml
E. coli KMBL 5071 with an OD66(lnni of 1.0 per plate was added. The plates were
incubated for 2 days at 37JC. Mutant phages (colourless plaques) were picked from the
plate and diluted in 10"2 M Tris, 10J M EDTA, pH 7.5.

2.4. DNA sequencing

ss DNA from mutant M13 phages was isolated and sequenced using the chain
termination method (Sanger et al. 1977). A 17-base long synthetic primer (Bio Labs,
5'-dGTTTrCCCAGTCACGAC-3') permitted sequencing from position 235 in the lacZ
gene (see figure 2) to the 144 bp insert and the lacZ promoter/operator region.

3. Results and discussion

When oxygenated solutions of ds M13 DNA are irradiated with y-rays the
mutation frequency increased with increasing dose.-,. At \()% survival the mutation
frequency exceeds the spontaneous level by a factor of approximately 7 (see table 1).
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Dose
(Gray)

0
0.75
1.50

2.0 and 3.0

Survival

1.0
0.39
0.11

Total
number
plaques
( x 1()4)

34
14

100

Number
observed
mutants

4
66

Mutation
frequency
( x |<r4)a)

0.9
2.9
6.6

Mutations
determined bv

sequencing
analysis

.

2
19
2 bl

Table 1: Induction of mutations in the- lucZ gene, 144 bp in.scri and lac'Z promoter/operator region in ds
MHmpll) DNA. al Number of white plaques / number of blue plaques. hl Results from a separate
experiment.

A comparable value is found for irradiation in air of ss M13mpl() DNA in 1()'2 M
Tris.HCl/ If.)"3 M EDTA (Ayaki et at. 1986) and M13 phages in broth in air
(Brandenburger et al. 1981).

Of the total number of 73 mutants scored in this experiment, 21 -.ontained
mutations in the 144 bp insert or in the lucZ promoter/operator region (see figure 2).
Bp substitutions were the predominant type of mutation: nineteen mutants contained a
single bp substitution, whereas two contained a frumeshift and two a duplication of 10 bp
(table 2). All but one bp substitutions were transversions; all the frameshifts were
insertions.

Unexpectedly the base substitutions are mostly C/G to G/C transversions {16
out of 19, table 2). This type of transversion is only rarely found after irradiation of ss
M13mplO DNA (Ayaki et al. 1986), M13 phages (Brandenburger et al. 1981), X phages
(Hutchinson and Tindall 1987) or k prophages integrated into the genome of a lysogen
(Hutchinson and Tindall 1987). C/G to G/C transversions are also rarely induced as a
result of other treatments known to cause mutations, viz. depurination of ss M13mp2
DNA under conditions of SOS repair (Kunkel 1984), UV irradiation of M13mp2 phages
(Leclerc^f al. 1984), photoreaction of ds M13mpl() DNA treated with psoralens (Piette
et al. 1985), reaction of aflatoxin derivative with ds M13mp8(Refolo et al. 1987) or
N-acetoxy-N-2-acetylamino-fluorene reacted with plasmidpBR322DNA(Koffel-Schwartz
et al. 1984). Finally hardly any C/G to G/C transversions are found among the mutations
formed spontaneously (Schaaper et al. 1986) or after SOS response induction (Miller and
Low 1984) in the E. coli lad gene.

Therefore the conclusion seems justified, that the C/G to G/C transversions
are likely due to a special kind of DNA lesion, that is introduced when ds DNA is
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lad gene lacZ promoter/operator
stop CAP-binding-site

-80 -70 -60 -50 -40
GGG CAG TGA GCGCAACGAATTAATGTGAGTTAGCTCACTCATTAGGCACCCCA

C G
G

-3 5 region Pribnowbox mRNA start
-30 -20 -10 1 10

GGCTTTACACTTTATGCTTCCGGCTCGTATGTTGTGTGGAATTGTGAGCGGATAA
G T
G +TATGCTTCCG (a)

ribosomebinding-site start lacZ gene insert
20 30 40 50 60

CAATTTCACACAGGAAACAGCT ATG ACC ATG ATT ACG AAT TCA ATG CTC
G G G

G G

70 80 90 100

TCT TCC GCT GTC AGT CTG CCG CCT GCG GTG GCT TCA TGT AGC

+AATGCTCTCT (a)

110 120 130 140 150
GTG GCG CTT CGG GTA CCG TTG GTA ATC TTG CCG TCG GCA AAC TGC

/* %
+G
+G

160 170 180 190
GAC TGC TCA GGA TCA AAC CCC ACT GCC GAG GCA ATC ATT TCG CGA

G T T
GGG
GG

end insert lacZ gene binding-site seq. primer
200 210 220 230 240

AGC TTG GCA CTG GCC GTC GTT TTA CAA CGT CGT GAC TGG GAA AAC

Figure 2: Mutation spectrum induced by y-irradiation of ds MHrnplO DNA wilh a 144 bp inframc insert
( : sequence homology TGCT, see text), (a) The position of the two 10 hp duplications is arbitrarily
chosen.
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Mutation
Surrounding
sequence

Base pair substitutions

C/G -

G/C -

C/G -

G/C ->

Frameshi/ts

insertion

Dupij-cation

G/C ACTGCT C AGGATC

AATGCT C TCTTCC

CGAATT C AATGCT

GCTTTA C ACTTTA

TTAGCT C ACTCAT

CTATGA C CATGAT

C/G TAATGT G AGTTAG

T/A ATTTCG C GAAGCT

T/A TGCTCA G GATCAA

CTTTAT G CTTCCG

of a G GTGGCGCTTCGG

+G

of 10 bp

ACGAATTCAATGCTCTCTTCCGCTGTC

+AATGCTCTCT

TTACACTTTATGCTTCCGGCTCGTATG

+TATGCTTCCG

Position

+160

+65

+ 58

-32

-57

+ 43

-66

+ 195

+ 162

-24

+ 113

+ 68

-18

Radiation-
induced
mutants

6 *

2

2

2

2

1
-i bl

16

1

1

1

19

2

1 cl

1
d I

23

Table 2: Mutations and their surrounding sequence. Only the sequence of the + strand is given. (Bold: hase

which is substituted; : sequence homology T(j(T, see text). al One of these mutations is induced by a
dose of 0.7.S (Jray and one by a dose of 2.0 Gray. hl This mutation is induced by a dose of 3.0 Gray. " This
mutation is induced by a dose of 0.75 Gray. dl The position of the duplication is arbitrarily chosen.
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irradiated under conditions that the OH' radicals are the main reactive species. Such a
lesion could be 8-hyclroxyguanine (Dizdaroglu 1985), one of the radiation products of
guanine.

The syn form of this product can base pair with guanine in the enol/imino
form in the same way as proposed by Topal and Fresco (1976) for undamaged DNA (see
figure 3). Even a third hydrogen bridge seems possible between the OH group of
8-hydroxyguanine and the imino group of the enol guanine. Stabilization of the base
pairing by the third hydrogen bridge could explain why this base pairing is favoured by
the hydroxyguanine compared to undamaged guanine. Since 8-hydroxyguanine is formed
during radiation of DNA both in the presence of oxygen as well as in absence of oxygen
(Dizdaroglu 1985) we would expect that C/G to G/C transversions are also induced
under anoxic conditions.

guanine 8-hydroxyguanine
enol/imino form syn form

Figure 3: Alternative base pairing between guanine and K-hydroxyguanine.

Using chemically synthesized oligonucleotides with a 8-hydroxyguanine at a
specific position as templates for in vitro DNA synthesis with E. colt polymerase I
(Klenow fragment) it was shown by Kuchino et al. (1987) that 8-hydroxyguanine is able
to cause mutations. However, no preference for the incorporation of guanine opposite
to 8-hydroxyguanine was found. The 8-hydroxyguanine residue directed the incorporation
of A, T. G and C with an almost equal frequency. Moreover when the modified guanine
is placed between two pyrimidines, these neighbouring pyrimidines lead also to
misreading. If our assumption that 8-hydroxyguanine is involved in the formation of C/G
to G/C transversions is correct, the results we obtained suggest that the induction of
mutations by .his product under conditions of in vivo replication may be considerably
more specific than under conditions of in vitro DNA synthesis as used by Kuchino et al.
On the other hand, the possibility must be considered that the C/G to G/C transversions
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are the result of specific repair processing of 8-hydroxyguanine or some other
radiation-induced DNA lesion.

The other three base pair substittiions, a C/G to T/A transition and two G/C
to T/A transversions are more commonly found. The C/G to T/A transition is the
predominant base substitution in the mutation spectrum of irradiated ss DNA in 10"' M
Tris / 10'"' M EDTA (Ayaki et al. 1986). The induction of this mutation may be ascribed
to a major cytosine radiation product, 5,6-dihydroxy-5,6-dihydrouracil (Teoule 1987).
which can base pair with adenine leading to a C/G to T/A transition. The fact, that we
have found a C/G to T/A transversion only once in ds DNA means, that uracil
derivatives are introduced in relatively small amounts in ds DNA as compared to ss DNA
or more likely that this type of damage can be repaired effectively in ds DNA.

Not all the observed mutations lead to the introduction of a stopcodon or a
frameshift in the 144 bp insert or disturb an essential promoter/operator signal in the
lacZ promoter/operator region. Two neutral mutations are located at position +65 (see
figure 2). This mutation leads to a change of a CTC codon in a CTG codon. However,
both codons code for leucine. A third mutation located at position +43 leads to a triplet
coiling for serine (AGC) instead of threonine (ACC). However, the first aminoacids of
lacZ are not essential for a functional B-galactosidase. The three mutants presumably
contain a second mutation in the part of the lacZ ;',ene that was not sequenced.

The frameshifts are insertions of a guanine at an identical position (position
+ 11?> in figure 2) leading to -GGC GGC- sequence. This insertion is hard to explain by
the DNA 'slippage' model proposed by Streisinger et al. (1966) because there are no
stretches of identical bases, repeated sequences or inverted repeats (Ripley and Glickman
1982) in the surrounding sequences which can stabilize the intermediate necessary for
DNA 'slippage'. We do not k^ow yjt what the basis is for this insertion.

- 3 0 - 2 0 - 1 0

GCTCGTAT..

AATGCTCTCT TCCGCTGTCACT.

+60 + 70 +80

Figure 4: Sequence homology of (he (wo duplications (duplication not shown; box contains duplicated
sequence; lines indicates sequence homology; (he TOC'T sequence is boldcd).

The other two mutations are 10 bp duplications; one located in the 144 bp
insert and one between the -30 region in the lacZ promoter and the Pribnowbox (see
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figure 2). Both duplications contain the sequence ATGCT/ TACGA and also in the
surrounding sequences a remarkable homology is present (see figure 4). Another
intrigueing aspect regarding the mutations, that we have identified so far, is their
location. Most of the base pair substitutions (12 out of 19) are concentrated at three
different position.;, all in the neighbourhood of a TGCT/ACGA sequence (see figure 2).
The same sequence is also found in the two 10 bp duplications, where the TGCT
sequence is part of the homology. This suggests, that the TGCT/ACGA sequence is in
some way involved in the induction of mutations by y-rays. Whether such a specific
sequence can influence the formation of radiation lesions is not known; alternatively
protein binding to TGCT/ACGA sites might interfere with repair of lesions in the
neighbourhood of such sequences. The role of this sequence in radiation-induced
mutagenesis will be one of the subjects of our further investigations.
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CHAPTER 3

Mutations induced by 60Co yirradiation in double-stranded M13
bacteriophage DNA in nitrous-oxide saturated solutions are

characterized by a high specificity.2

Abstract

Irradiation of double-stranded MOmplO DNA in a diluted aqueous solution under N,O leads
to a very specific mutation spectrum. Fifteen of 2H mutations induced in a 144 base pair (bp) target are C/(i
to G/C transversions, ihe other five bp substitutions are C/G to A/T transversions. Six mutations were
single bp deletions, one is a large deletion of 180 bp and one is a 10 bp duplication which is probably from
spontaneous origin. The mutations are not randomly distributed throughout the 144 bp mutation target but
concentrated around two sites. The differences and similarities with the radiation-induced mutation spectrum
previously obtained under oxygen are discussed.

1. Introduction

When DNA is irradiated in a diluted aqueous solution, water radicals formed
during the irradiation will react with the DNA molecules. Up to a hundred different
reaction products may be formed in the DNA, consisting mainly of strand breaks, sugar
damages and base damages (Hutchinson 1985).

Most cells have the capacity to recognize and repair a broad spectrum of
DNA damages. So after transformation of the irradiated DNA into a cell, repair of a
major part of the radiation-induced damages will take place. On the other hand
unrepaired or incorrectly repaired DNA damages may act as blocking lesions for DNA
replication or transcription, or may lead to mutations.

To get a deeper insight in the mutagenic effect of radiation-induced DNA
products we use the following mutation system. M13mpl() DNA derived from
bacteriophage M13 contains the lacZ promoter/operator region and a part of the lacZ
gene which codes for the a-chain of 8-galactosidase (Messing et al. 1977, Gronenborn
and Messing 1978). In the lacZa gene we have cloned a 144 bp inframe insert which has
no influence on the functioning of the LacZtt product (see figure 1). This ds DNA was
irradiated in diluted solution and transferred to a repair-proficient E. coli host cell with
normal repair capacity. Mutations such as the introduction of stop codons, some missense
mutations and frameshifts in the lacZa gene or its 144 bp insert or disturbances of an

2 This chapter has been published in the International Journal of Radiation Biology by B. Hocbce, M.
A. v.d. Ende, J. Brouwer, P. v.d. Putte, H. Loman and J. Retel (In!- J- Radial. Biol. 1989, 56, 401-411).
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iacZa gene

LacZ"; white plaques

LacZ* - blue plaques

Figure 1: M13mpl() and its 144 bp insert in the lacZa gene.

essential lacZ promoter or operator signal, lead to inactive 6-galactosidase. This will
result to colourless plaques on X-gal indicator plates. Mutations in the 144 bp insert can
easily be sequenced.

Previously we reported on the mutation spectrum obtained upon irradiation
of ds MBmplO DNA with its 144 bp insert with 60Co y-rays in the presence of oxygen
(Hoebee et al. 1988). Under these conditions a very specific mutation spectrum was
found both with regard to the type and the position in the DNA sequence. The
predominant mutations were C/G to G/C bp transversions and the detected frameshifts
were all insertions. More than 50% of the mutations were located in two DNA areas
both containing a TGCT/ACGA sequence.

In this paper we present the mutation spectrum in ds M13 DNA obtained
after irradiation with '"Co y-rnys under anoxic conditions (N2O) and discuss the
differences and similarities with the mutation spectrum obtained under oxygen.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. DNA isolation

Ds M13mplO DNA with the 144 bp insert was isolated according to Maniates
et al. (1982) and extensively purified by dialysis as described previously (Hoebee et al.
1988).
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2.2. Irradiation conditions

Ds DNA (3 or 6 /*g/ml) dissolved in 10"3 M sodium phosphate buffer (pH 73)
containing 10"" M MgCl2 was irradiated with ""Co y-rays at 0.5 Gray min'1. Prior to (for
30 min) and during irradiation N2O was flushed through the solution.

2.3. Transfection and plating

E. coli KMBL 5071 (F'(/ac/°,ZAM15,pro)/araA(/ar,pro),f/») was grown at
37°C in YT medium (Dillon et al. 1985) to an OD660nm of 0.25. The culture was cooled
to 4 C and split up in portions of 1 ml. To each portion 125 fA 1 M CaCl, was added.
After 5 min, 75 or 150 ng DNA per transformation mixture was incubated for another
30 min on ice. The transformation mixtures were heat-shocked at 42 C for 2 - 3 min and
subsequently cooled on ice for 15 min. The mixtures were poured out on M9 plates
(Maniates et al. 1982) with 8 /ig/ml IPTG (isopropyl-8-D-thiagalactopyranoside, inducer
of the LacZ operon) using top agar (9 g/l NaCl, 8 g/1 agar) containing 0.4 g/1 X-gal
(5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indoly[-B-D-galactopyranoside, a lactose derivative that produces a
blue colour after hydrolysis by B-galactosidase) and 0.2 ml E. coli KMBL 5071 with an
OD660nm of 1.0 per plate was added. The plates were incubated for 2 days at 37 °C. The
mutant phages (colourless plaques) were picked from the plate and diluted in 1()2 M Tris,
10'3 M EDTA, pH 7.5. In this way each colourless plaque originates from the transfection
of an E. coli cell by a different M13 DNA molecule, containing a radiation-induced
premutagenic lesion in the target sequence; therefore the mutants obtained are
independent.

2.4. Selection of mutants with a mutation in the 144 bp insert

Ds DNA of the mutant phages was isolated and incubated with Eco Rl and
Hind HI. After electrophoresis on a 0.75% agarose gel the 144 bp DNA fragments were
cut out of the gel and recovered using the 'freeze-squeeze' method (Dillon et al. 1985).
The fragments were ligated to a pUC18 plasmid, which was cut with Eco Rl and
Hind III and treated with alkaline phosphatase (from calf intestine). The ligated mixtures
were transformed to E. coli KMBL 5071 strain. The same strain was also used for the
transfection of the phage DNA after irradiation.

The transfectants were poured out on X-gal plates made from Vogel-Bonner
minimal medium (Vogel and Bonner 1956) supplemented with 0.2% glucose, 5 ,ug/m!
thiamine, 20 ^g/ml IPTG, 1 mg/ml Casaminoacids, 40 fig/m\ X-gal and 50 ,«g/ml
ampicillin. All enzymes and pUC18 were obtained from Boehringer Mannheim and used
according to the instructions of the manufacturer.
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LacZ~ w h i l e p laque

Figure 2: Schematic representation of the selection procedure for mutations in the target sequence.

DNA from the mutant phages from which the recloning of the 144 bp
fragment in pUC18 gave rise to white colonies were sequenced (see also figure 2).

2.5. DNA sequencing

Sequence analysis was carried out according to the chain termination method
(Sanger et a/. 1977) as described before (Hoebee et al 1988).

3. Results

3.1. Mutation induction

After irradiation of ds M13mplO DNA containing the additional 144 bp insert
with ""Co y-rays under anoxic (N2O) conditions we detected and isolated 309 mutant
phages which were independently obtained. Forty-seven spontaneous mutant phages were
also isolated. After recloning the 144 bp insert to a pUC18 plasmid it was found that 28
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Dose

(Gray)

II

11.75
1.50
2.00
3.00
4.110

Number
exp.

14

S
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1
1
1

Average
surviv.

c;>
1(10

32
15
11

5
0.3

Total

numher
plaques

(x ID*)

5d.8
7.1

5x.y
1.8

17.0

o.x

Numher
white

plaques
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18

193
>;

83
(>

Mm.
Ireq.

(x !()-')
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1

3
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->

1
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1

X
1
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144 hp
(x l ( l ' )

3.5
14
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47
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144 hp

1

4

8

Id

13

3d

Table 1: Biological survival and mutation induction after irradiation of ds DNA under N2O:
" Mutation frequency / spontaneous mutation frequency.

of the radiation-induced phage mutants, and only two of the 47 spontaneous mutants,
contained a mutation in the 144 bp insert (see table 1).

The mutation induction, expressed as the radiation-induced mutation
frequency divided by the spontaneous frequency, increased almost linearly with the dose.
Table 1 shows that most of the mutants were obtained at a dose of 1.5 Gray (survival
of 15%) where the mutation frequency in the total mutation target sequence {i.e.,
operator/promoter plus 144 bp insert plus LacZa region) exceeds the spontaneous
mutation frequency by a factor 4, and by a factor 8 if only the 144 bp insert is taken into
consideration. This means that among the 28 radiation-induced mutations present in the
144 bp insert only two or three might be expected to be of spontaneous origin.

3.2. Specificity of the radiation-induced mutations

Twenty of the 28 independently obtained radiation-induced mutations contain
a single bp substitution, the other eight mutations were found to be frameshifts (see table
2). The bp substitutions were characterized by a very high specificity: 75% consist of
C/G to G/C transversions while the other 25% are C/G to A/T transversions. No other
types of transversions or transitions were observed.

Six of the eight frameshift mutants contained a -1 bp deletion (-A/T, -C/G,
-T/A); one was a large deletion of 180 bp comprising the bases between -33 and + 147,
and one was a 10 bp duplication at position +68 (see figure 3). Since both spontaneous
mutations which are detected in the 144 bp insert contain the same 10 bp duplication,
the one found in the radiation-induced spectrum had probably also arisen spontaneously.
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lacZ promoter
-35 region Pribnowbox mRN'A s t a r t

-30 -20 -10 1 10
GGCTTTACACTTTATGCTTCCGGCTCGTATGTTGTGTGGAATTGTGAGCGGATAA

I >
begin
deletion

ribosoraebinding-site start lacZ gene insert
20 30 40 50 "' + + + 60

CAATTTCACACAGGAAACAGCT ATG ACC ATG ATT ACG AAT TCA ATG CTC
-A G
-A G
-A

70 80 90 ±±±
TCT TCC GCT GTC AGT CTG CCG CCT GCG GTG GCT TCA TGT AGC

-- •- A

+AATGCTCTOT "' G
+AATGCTCTCT spontaneous G
+AATGCTCTCT spontaneous

110 120 === 130 === ===
GTG GCG CTT CGG GTA CCG TTG GTA ATC TTG CCG TCG GCA AAC TGC

A <J
end
deletion

±±± ±±+ 170 === 190===
GAC TGC TCA GGA TCA AAC CCG ACT GCC GAG GCA ATC ATT TCG CGA

A G A -T -T
A GGGG
GGGG
GG
-C

end insert lacZ gene binding-site seq. primer
=== 230 240

AGC TTG GCA CTG GCC GTC GTT TTA CAA CGT CGT GAC TGG GAA AAC

Figure 3: Mutation spectrum induced by Y-ifradiation of ds Ml.taipIO DNA with a 144 bp inframe insert.
al A single base substitution leads to an ochre stop codon: t « + , (o an opal slop codon: --- and lo an amber
stop codon: - - - . hl The position of the 10 bp insert is arbitrarily chosen.
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Another remarkable finding is that the mutations were not randomly
distributed over the 144 bp insert but showed a strong preference for certain DNA areas.
Fifteen are located around site 160 and eight around site 60 (see figure 3). Both DNA
areas are characterized by the presence of a TGCT/ACGA sequence.

4. Discussion

•4.1. Mutation induction

Irradiation of dilute aqueous solutions leads to the formation of the water
radicals e~aq. H* and OH' with radiation chemical yields (G values in 10"* mol J"1) of
0.275. 0.057 and 0.280, respectively. In an atmosphere of oxygen at pH 7.3 the hydrated
electrons and the H' radicals are converted into O ' 2 , whereas the OH* radicals remain
unchanged. In the presence of N,O the hydrated electrons are converted into OH"
radicals in a reaction with N,O leading to a doubling of the G value for OH' radicals
(von Sonntag 1987). Thus, if we assume that only DNA lesions formed by primary
reactions with OH" radicals are responsible for the production of mutatijns, we should
expect to find a doubling of the mutation induction under N,O compared to irradiation
under O, at the same dose. However this seems not to be the case. The mutation
frequency both under N2O and O, at a dose of 0.75 Gray (survival 32 - 399f) was abo-it
a factor 3 higher than the corresponding spontaneous value (Hoebee et al. 1988: table 1).
The mutation frequency under N2O at a dose of 1.5 Gray (survival 15%) exceeded the
spontaneous mutation frequency by a factor of 4 (see table 1). The mutation induction
under O^ at the same dose was a facto of 7 higher than the spontaneous mutation
frequency (llr/c survival, Hoebee et : . 1988). These results suggest that mutation
induction under O, is higher than expected on basis of the number of OH' radicals
produced. I'sing backward mutation assays, an enhancing effect of oxygen on the
mutation induction compared to anoxic conditions was also found upon y-irradiation of
T7 and <pXl74 bacteriophages in broth (Bleichrodt et al. 1977, Bleichrodt and
Verheij 1974).

4.2. Base pair substitutions

All bp substitutions induced after irradiation under N2O appeared to consist
of transversions. No transitions were found. It should be noted, however, that in the
144 bp sequence only one transition (C/G toT/A) can be monitored at position 195 (by
the introduction of a stop codon), whereas 17 sites are available to assay transversions:
C/G to A/T (10 sites), C/G to G/C (4 sites) and T/A to A/T (3 sites) (see figure 3).
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Mutation

Base pair substitutions

Surrounding
sequence

Radiation-
induced
mutants

Position N,0

C/G G/C

Frameshifts

Insertion of a G

Deletions

-A

-C

-T

-T

_ *"7e deletion

Duplication of 10 bp

GAATT C AATGC

ATGCT C TCTTC

GGCTT C ATGTA

CTGCT C AGGAT

58

65

100

160

2

2

11

20

TGGCG

ATTCA

CTGCT

CCGAC

GGCAA

G

A

C

T

T

CTTCG

TGCTC

AGGAT

GCCGA

CATTT

113

60

160

176

187

3

1

1

1

GCTTT - AAACT -33 to 147 1

AATTCAATGCTCTCTTCCGC 68
duplicated

28

C/G ->

G/C -

C/G -

A/T

T/A

T/A

GGCTT C ATGTA

GCCGT C GGCAA

GACTG C TCAGG

AGGAT C AAACC

GCTCA G GATCA

TTTCG C GAAGC

100

142

158

166

162

195

15

1

1

2

1

-

-

10

-

-

-

-

1

1

1 2

1 5

Table 2: Mutations and surrounding sequences of mutations obtained after irradiation under N,0 •<* O2

conditions. From Ihe mut .tions obtained under O2, only the mutations in the 144 bp insert are shown. The
complete spectrum has been published before (Hoebec el al. 11>HS).
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Despite the fact that many more sites are available to detect C/G to A/T iransversions
most of the mutations are C/G to G/C transversions (15 of the 20 bp substitutions and
more than >VA of all the mutations).

This was also the predominant type of mutation after irradiation under O1

(see table 2). Previously (Hoebee el at. 1988) we suggested that the radiation product
8-hydroxvgiianine might be responsible for the induction of this type of mutation as the
result of a special base pairing between the .vv/j-form of this product and the enol/imino
form of guanine. 8-Hydroxyguanine is a radiation product, which is formed both under
oxic and anoxic condition (Dizdaroglu 1985). Our present finding that also under anoxic
conditions C/G to G/C transversions represent the major type of mutation supports our
earlier suggestion that this product plays an important role in radiation-induced
mu (agenesis.

The remaining bp substitutions are all C/G to A/T transversions (5 of the 20
bp substitutions). No T/A to A/T transversions were found despite the fact that three
sites are available in the 144 bp sequence. Some of the most obvious radiation products
that will lead to A/T transversions are apurinic and apyrimidinic (AP) sites. These sites
can be formed in DNA by labilization of the Vglycosidic bonds (von Sonntag 1987) or
as a result of DNA repair by DNA glycosylases (Teoule 1987). AP sites are mutagenic
in vitro and //; vivo and an adenine iV preferentially introduced opposite to such a site
under conditions of SOS repair (Loeb and Preston 1986). So a radiation-induced guanine
damage which leads to a labile \-glycosidic bond or a damage that is recognized by a
DNA glycosylase may lead to a C/G to A/T transversion. However, as mentioned above,
the induction of the SOS response is required to obtain preferential incorporation of
adenine opposite AP sites. In our experiments we did not induce SOS repair by a special
pretreatment of E. coli cells prior to transfection. On the other hand it was shown that
the introduction of I'V-damaged DNA molecules into E. coli lead to the induction of the
SOS response (Walker 1984). So it is possible that in our case the introduction into
E. coli of viral DNA damaged by ionizing radiation may also activate some SOS
response.

Another radiation product which could be involved in the induction of C/G
to A/T transversions is again 8-hydroxyguanine. which can base pair with adenine (imino
configuration) in the same way as described for guanine. C/G to A/T transversions were
also found in the mutation spectrum obtained under oxic conditions (see Table 2). which
is in agreement with this suggestion. It was recently shown by Kuchino et ul. (1987) that
8-hydroxyguanine is a highly mutagenic lesion during in vitro replication.

The induction of C/G to G/C or A/T transversions could also be a result of
a biological repair process during the repair of the radiation-induced DNA damages, or
a sequence dependent prevention of repair, for instance by specific binding of a protein.

All of the detected mutations led to the introduction of a stop codon or a
frameshift. except for two mutations at position +65. These two mutants formed white
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colonies after recloning the 144 bp insert in the pUC18 plasmid but the mutation leads
to another coclon for the same amino acid (leucine): CTC to CTG. It is very unlikely that
E. colt does not have a tRNA that recognizes the new CTG codon because it is the most
abundant codon for leucine (Aota et al. 1988). It should be noted that we found the same
mutation twice in the oxic mutation spectrum (Table 2). Apparently this neutral mutation
on aminoacid sequence level exerts some kind of polar effect at DNA or RNA sequence
level, which we cannot explain at the moment.

4.3. Frumeshifts

Most of the frameshifts are deletions (seven of the eight frameshifts). Six are
-1 bp deletions and one is a large deletion extending from bp -33 to position + 147.
Deletions were not found after irradiation of ds DNA under oxygen (Hoebee et al. 1988)
or after irradiation of single-stranded (ss) M13mpl() DNA in a diluted aqi^ous solution
in air (Ayaki et al. 1986). So apparently this type of mutations is sprut'ically induced
under anoxic conditions. Besides the OH' radicals, H' radicals are aiso involved in the
reaction with DNA under N,O conditions. As pointed out by Michaels and Hunt (1978),
in cells H* radical damage may be as important as OH* radical damage for the total
indirect radiation effect on DNA. According to Nabben et al. (1984) both radicals are
equally effective in the inactivation of ds 0X174 DNA. Moreover the type of damage
introduced in DNA by these two radicals are likely to be different (von Sonntag 1987,
p. 224, Nabben et al. 1984). So deletions are probably introduced by a DNA damage
resulting from a H' radical attack or as a result of the biological repair of this damage.

Deletions (especially small deletions) were also found after irradiation of
phafc° k or A. prophages integrated into the E. co//genome in air and broth (Tindall et al.
1988). Moreover irradiation of eukaryotic cells leads to the induction of small (Grosovsky
et al. 1988) and large deletions (for review see Breimer 1988). The deletions found in
these systems might also be due to H* radical attack, since it seems likely that the oxygen
concentration in the neighbourhood of the DNA is too low to scavenge all the H'
radicals formed. Another explanation for the absence of deletions under oxygen
conditions is that oxygen reacts with primary DMA radicals leading to products which
cannot cause deletions any more.

The involvement of repeated sequences (Streisinger et al. 1966) or inverted
sequences (Ripley and Glickman 1982) in the formation of frameshifts as a result of
DNA slippage during replication has been suggested. The sequence of the endpoints of
the deletion of 180 bps are 111 on one site and AAA on the other site. So a hairpin
loop could be involved as an intermediate in the formation of this deletion. The lack of
repeated sequences or inverted sequences in the neighbourhood of the other deletions
suggests that another process is involved in the formation of these deletions.
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4.4. Spec if kit v of mutations

The mutation spectra in the 144 bp insert obtained after irradiation of ds M13
DNA in a diluted solution under N2O or O2 conditions show a strong specificity both
with respect to the type of mutation and the position of the mutations. In both spectra
C/G to G/C transversions are the predominant mutations and most of the mutations are
located in two DNA areas — one around position +65 and one around position + 160
(see table 2). In a previous report we discussed the possible role of the TGCT sequence
which is located in both areas. In this context it should be noted that the 2 independently
obtained spontaneous mutants in the J44 bp insert did not contain C/G to G/C
transversions but both contain the same 10 bp duplication. This finding rules out the
possibility that the radiation-induced mutation specificity is due to specific spontaneous
mutations, which were already present in our DNA preparation prior to irradiation.

In the mutation spectrum for ionizing irradiation in ss M13 DNA (Ayaki et al.
1986) there was also a specificity for the type of mutation and a preference for certain
DNA areas. This mutation spectrum, together with those mentioned above, was obtained
after irradiation of the target DNA in a diluted solution where the indirect effect of
irradiation (formation of water radicals) plays the most important role. This specificity
for botli the type and the position of mutation was not found in the spectra for ionizing
radiation in the lacl gene of E. coli (Glickman et al. 1980) or in the aprt gene of Chinese
hamster ovary cells (Grosovsky et al. 1988), whereas the mutation spectra obtained after
irradiation of bacteriophage X and prophage (Tindall et al. 1988) in broth show only a
preference for the type of mutation but not for special DNA areas. In the last three
systems the target DNA was irradiated in phages or cells and so both the direct
(absorption of the ionizing radiation by the DNA molecule itself) and the indirect effect
are involved in damaging the DNA. Besides the difference in direct and indirect
radiation effect there may be several other aspects that could play an important role,
such as scavenging of water radicals by cell components, chemical repair and the
formation of DNA-protein crosslinks during irradiation of whole cells. Finally the
irradiation of cells could lead to the induction of DNA repair mechanisms, for example
SOS response in E. coli. The role of SOS response in the specificity of radiation-induced
mutations seems to be important (Tindall et al. 1988).

4.5. Similarities and differences in the mutation
spectra obtained under N2O and O7

The mutation spectra for ds M13 DNA obtained after irradiation with 60Co
Y-rays under N2O or O2 conditions both contain C/G to G/C transversions as
predominant mutation. We suggest that the radiation product 8-hydroxyguanine which
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is formed both under oxic us under anoxic conditions (Dizdaroglu 19X5) is involved in
the induction of this type of mutation. An important difference between the two spectra
are the -i bp deletions which are found in the mutation spectrum obtained under N\O
and not under oxygen conditions. Probably these deletions are the result of DNA
damages caused by H* radical attack or the biological repair of the resulting damage.
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CHAPTER 4

Mutational specificity of y-rays differs in plasmid DNA and M13
phage DNA.3

Abstract

In the lacZa gene of a pUC plasmid a 144 base pair (bp) insert was cloned as target for
mutagencsis. Irradiation of the plasmid in a diluted aqueous solution by euCo y-rays under oxic conditions
leads to a very specific mutation spectrum. The predominant type of mutation was a C/G to A/T
transversion (29 oul of 47 muli.nts) whereas C/G to G/C transversions were found 7 times and C/G to T/A
transitions 10 times. Only one irameshift could be observed which was a deletion of an A/T base pair.

The mutations were not randomly distributed along the mutation target but show a strong
preference for a certain DNA sequence in which two thirds of the mutations were scored. In this DNA area
a holspot (24 of the 47 mutants) for mutagencsis was located and within 6 base pairs next to this holspot
another 7 mutations were scored.

The mutation spectrum in the same mutation target as part of M13 phagc was published before.
In both systems the mutational hotspot is located at the same site, but the predominant type of mutation is
different. In the M13 system the C/G to G/C transversion was the most important event.

1. Introduction

When living cells are exposed to ionizing radiation, many chemical reactions
are induced leading to a variety of damages in cell components including the cellular
DNA. Some of these radiation-induced damages have no further biological consequences;
some will be repaired by the cell but others will lead to more dramatic effects like for
instance mutagenesis or replicative cell death. The latter biological effects are ascribed
to the fact that the DNA molecules of the cell are damaged.

Roughly half of the ionizing radiation-induced DNA damage is estimated to
be due to direct radiation energy disposition into the DNA (the so-called direct effect
of radiation) whereas the other half results from reactions of DNA with radicals (e~aq,
H" and OH*) formed by ionization and excitation of cellular water molecules and
possibly also with secondary organic radicals (the so-called indirect effect) (Michaels and
Hunt 1978). Both effects give rise to a great variety of DNA damages, i.e., of the sugar
moiety and DNA bases.

The mutagenic potential of radiation-induced DNA products, in particular
formed under conditions of indirect effect, i.e., upon irradiation of diluted aqueous DNA

3 This chapti .- has been submitted for publication in Mutagenesis.
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solutions, is the main subject of our investigations. To this end we study the mutations
induced in bucteriophage M13mpl(J and plasmid pl ;( ' !8 DNA. Both contain a part of
the lac'/, gene, coding for the a-chain of 6-galactosidase (Messing et ul. 1977.
(ironenborn and Messing 1078). In both DNA molecules we have cloned the same
144 bp inframe insert into this lac'Za gene which has no influence on the functioning of
the lac/.,, product and which is used as target sequence for mutagenesis (see figure 1).

lac? p romoter /
opera io r reg ion 144 bp i n s e r t

i r r a d i a t i o n w i t h C o y - ' a y s

t r a n s f o r m a t i o n to E col'

LacZ

LacZ*

white
colon

blue
colon

tea

nes

F i g u r e 1: Hl i ismid p l ' C ' l S a n d i ls 144 l ip i n s e r t in t h e lm/.u i>(.'nc.

After irradiation of the DNA in a diluted aqueous solution, the DNA is
transfected or transformed to Escherkhiu coli host cells. The introduction of mutations
such as stop codons, some missense mutations and frameshifts in the lucZu gene or its
144 bp insert or disturbances of the focZ promoter or operator signal, leads to inactive
R-galactosidase. This results in white colonies (pl'C) or colourless plaques (M13) on
X-gal indicator plates. Mutations in the 144 bp insert can easily be selected and
sequencetl. This system gives us the opportunity to compare mutational specificity in an
identical mutation target present in two different replicons.

In this paper the mutation spectrum obtained in the 144 bp insert cloned in
a pUCIX plasmid DNA is presented after irradiation of the DNA under oxic conditions.
Comparison with a previously obtained spectrum in the same target but cloned in M13
DNA induced under the same irradiation conditions (Hoebee et al. 1988) shows that the
spectra are similar with respect to the position of the mutational hotspot but do however
differ in the type of mutations found at this site.
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2. Materials and methods

2.1. DNA isolation

Plasmid p l : (18 DNA with the 144 bp insert was isolated according to
Maniates et al. (J 982) and extensively purified by dialysis as described previously
(Hoebee et al. 1988).

2.2. Irradiation conditions

pUC18 DNA (6 fig/ml) dissolved in K)'3 M sodium phosphate buffer (pH 7.3)
containing 10'4 M MgCl, was irradiated with ""Co y-rays at 0.5 Gray min'. Prior to (tor
5 min) and during irradiation oxygen was flushed through the solution.

2.J. Transformation and plating

E. coli K.MBI. 5071 (F'(lacl°,Z&Ml5,pro)/araA{lac,pro),thi) was grown at
37°C in YT medium (Dillon et al. 1985) to an OD6e>0nm of 0.25. The culture was cooled
to 4 C and 125 /<l 1 M CaCI: per ml culture was added. After 5 min the competent cells
were split up in portions of 0.1 ml. To each portion 150 ng DNA was added. The
transformation mixtures were incubated for 45 min on ice, heat-shocked at 42 C for 2 - 3
min and subsequently cooled on ice for 5 min. Each portion was diluted tenfold with
fresh YT medium and grown at 37 C to allow expression of ampicillin resistance. After
90 min ampicillin was added (100 ^g/ml) and the cultures were grown for another 30
min. The cells were harvested by centrifugation and dissolved in 100 /<! Vogel-Bonner
medium containing ampicillin (100 /<g/ml). The transformed cells were plated on X-gal
plates made from Vogel-Bonner minimal medium (Vogel and Bonner 195b)
supplemented with 0.2% glucose, 5 ^g/ml thiamine, 20 /^g/ml IPTG, 1 mg/ml casamino-
acids, 40 fig/ml X-gal and 100 fig/mi ampicillin. The plates were incubated for maximum
24 hours at 37 C. The mutant colonies (white) were streaked on fresh X-gal plates
containing ampicillin.

2.4. Selection of mutants with a mutation in the 144 bp insert

DNA of the mutated plasmids was isolated according Maniates et al. (1982)
and the 144 bp insert was isolated as previously described (Hoebee et al. 1989). The
144 bp inserts were ligated to M13mpl8 phage DNA, which was cut with Eco RI and
Hind III and treated with alkaline phosphatase (from calf intestine). The ligated mixtures
were transformed to E. coli KMBL 5071 (see Hoebee et al. 1989). The plates were
incubated for 2 days at 37°C. DNA of the mutant phages was subsequently sequenced.
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2.5. DNA sequencing

Sequence analysis was carried out using the chain termination method (Sanger
et al. 1977) as described before (Hoebee et al. 1988).

3. Results

3.1. Mutation induction

When DNA is irradiated with y-rays in diluted aqueous solutions, radicals
(e""a(|, H" and OH') formed by the absorption of ionizing energy by water are the
reactive species which will react with DNA. Flushing of oxygen through the solution
during the irradiation will lead to the conversion of hydrated electrons and H* radicals
to O"2~/ HO*2 radicals as a result of a reaction with oxygen. These radicals are relatively
iinreactive towards DNA and therefore the main reacting species under our conditions
is the OH' radical (Hutchinson 1985, von Sonntag 1987). In addition molecular oxygen
can react with DNA' radicals which originate primarily from a reaction of OH' radicals
with DNA.

After irradiation of pLJC18 DNA with its 144 bp insert under oxygen and
transformation to E. coll cells we could detect 378 lacZ~ mutants. Besides these
radiation-induced mutants, we collected 65 spontaneous lacZ~ mutants.

Dose
(Ciwy)

0
2.0
3.0
4.0

Number
exp.

5
3
2
4
~)

Average
surviv.

('•*•)

100
13
17
(>

3

Total
number
plaques
(xl l ) 4 )

13.7
2.4
3.K
7.8
9.()

Number
white

plaques

65
12
71

126
169

Mul.
freq.

(x l ( ) 4 )

5
5

19
16
18

Mut.
induc-
tion"

1
I
4
3

4

White
plaques

in 144 bp

1
1
3
5 2|

2X 2>

Mut.

freq.
144 bp
(xll)1)

7
42
79
64

2<>2

Mut.
induc-
t ion"

144 bp

1
6

11

42

T a b l e 1: Biological survival and mutat ion induction after irradiation of ds pUC18 D N A under O 2 ;
" Mutat ion frequency / spontaneous mutat ion frequency. 2 | At each of these doses 5 additional white plaques
were scored and sequenccd in the 144 bp insert which were picked from plates with too many colonies to
determine an accurate mutat ion frequency.
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As can be seen in table 1 the mutation frequency at a survival between 17 and
3% (doses between 3.0 and 6.0 Gray) is about 4 times higher than the spontaneous
frequency. In MI3 DNA the mutation frequency was a factor 7 higher than the
spontaneous frequency after irradiation under the same conditions and at a survival of
11% (Hocbee et al. 1988).

After reclcning of the 144 bp insert of the lacZ~ pLJC mutants in M 13mplO DNA
we isolated 1 out of 65 spontaneous mutants (1.5%) and 37 out of 378 radiation-induced
mutants (10%) which carry the mutation in the 144 bp insert. In agreement with our
earlier findings it appears that the 144 bp insert is far less sensitive to the formation of
spontaneous mutations than the remainder lacZ area. The mutation induction varies from
a value 6 at a dose of 2.0 Gray to 42 at a dose of 6.0 Gray (see table 1). These results
indicate that almost all the mutations in the 144 bp insert must be induced by 6UCo
y-rays and are not of spontaneous origin.

3.2. Sequence change in the spontaneous mutant.

The sequence of the spontaneous mutant with its mutation in the 144 bp insert
shows a C/G to G/C transversion on position 65 (see figure 2). This mutation was also
found in the spectra obtained in ds M13 DNA (Hoebee ct al. 1988, Hoebee et al. 1989)
and leads not to the introduction of a stop codon or missense mutation. The CTC codon
and the CTG codon code for the amino acid leucine and are not uncommon. In M13
DNA itself both codons are present at more than 20 sites (Wezenbeek et al. 1980).

Two other groups have also found neutral mutations in the lacZa gene in M13
which affect the LacZ function. The mutations lead to changed codons for valine (GTC
to GTA), proline (CCC to CCT and CCC to CCA) and alanine (GCC to GCA)
(Decuyper-Debergh et al. 1987, Sambamurti et al. 1988). In all cases the mutated codon
is more frequently present in M13 than the original codon. At the moment we have no
explanation for the effect of these neutral muh-iions on the LacZ product which are
found by several groups.

3.3. Sequence changes in the radiation-induced mutants

Forty-six of the 47 sequenced radiation-induced mutants contained a bp
substitution which all lead to the introduction of a stop codon. One mutant had a
frameshift in the 144 bp insert (see figure 2 and table 2). The bp substitutions are
characterized by a strong preference for one type of mutation: 29 out of 46 bp
substitutions are C/G to A/T transversions (63%). The other bp substitutions found are
C/G to G/C transversions (15%) and C/G to T/A transitions (22%). No bp substitutions
are found involving T/A base pairs, although 3 sites are available to score stopcodon
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lacZ promoter
-35 region Prionowbox raRNA start

-30 -20 -10 I 10
GGCTTTACACTTTATGCTTCCGGCTCGTATGTTGTGTGGAATTGTGAGCGGATAA

ribosome binding-site start lacZ gene insert
20 30 40 50 " ±±± 60

CAATTTCACACAGGAAACAGCT ATG ACC ATG ATT ACG AAT TCA ATG CTC
spontaneous G

70 80 90 ±±±
TCT TCC GCT GTC AGT CTG CCG CCT GCG GTG GCT TCA TGT AGC

G
GG
GG

110 120 === 130 === ===
GTG GCG CTT CGG GTA CCG TTG GTA ATC TTG CCG TCG GCA AAC TGC

±±± ±±± 170 === 190===
GAC TGC TCA GGA TCA AAC CCG ACT GCC GAG GCA ATC ATT TCG CGA

G -T| AT
G A TTT
A AAA TTT

AAAAAAA AA TTT
AAAAAAA
AAAAAAA

end insert lacZ gene binding-site seq. primer
=== 230 240

AGC TTG GCA CTG GCC GTC GTT TTA CAA CGT CGT GAC TGG GAA AAC

Figure 2: Mutation spectrum induced hv y-irradialion of pi H 18 DNA with a 144 bp inframc insert. ) A
single base substitution leads to an ochre slop cixion: t * * , lo an opal slop codon: — and !<> an amber slop
codon: - - - .

introducing T/A to A/T transversions (see table 3). The only frameshift we could detect
was a deletion of a T/A bp on position 165.

These results are significantly different from those previously obtained with
ds M13 bacteriophage DNA, where C/G to G/C transversions appeared to be the
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Mutation

Base pair substitutions

C/G -> G/C

C/G - A/T

G/C -» T/A

C/G - T/A

.Frames/lifts

Insertion of a G

Deletions

-T

Surrounding
sequence

GAATT

ATGCT

GGCTT

CTGCT

CTGCT

AGGAT

CATTT

GCTCA

TTTCG

TGGCC-

GAGGA

C

C

c
c

c
c
c
G

C

G

T

AATGC

TCTTC

ATGTA

AGGAT

AGGAT

AAACC

GCGAA

GATCA

GAAGC

CTTCG

CAAAC

Position

58

65

100

160

160

166

193

162

195

113

165

Duplication of 10 bp
AATTCAATGCTCTCTTCCGCT 68

duplicated

Radiation-
induced
mutants

ds pUC ds Ml 3

2

2

5

2 6

22

6 —

i

i

10 .1
I 1

46 12

2

1

1

f |

47 15

Table 2: Mutations and surrounding sequences of mutalions obtained after irradiation under () ; conditions
of pUC'18 and MBmplO UNA. Of the mutations obtained in MI3mpl() only the mutations in the 144 l>p
insert are shown. The complete spectrum has been published before (Hoebee i't ul. IWK).

predominant type of mutation upon irradiation both under oxic and anoxic (N,O)
conditions (Hoebee et til. 198S and Hoebee et :il. 1989).

Besides the specificity to the type of mutations induced by Y-rays in plJC
plasmid ONA, there is also a strong preference for the position of the mutations. Thirty-
one out of the 47 mutations aTc vunvciuiaicu~nTT!Ti: n.&.'^.. \,d~K.^,, pr:."!;.;nr; !6(->-ap4 \bh
Twenty-four are located at the mutational hotspot at position 160, 6 at position 166 and
one (the only -1 bp deletion) at position 165. Although at the positions 160 and 166 both
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Surrounding
sequence

AAT TCA ATG

GCT TCA ATG

TCA TGT AGC
CCG TTG GTA
ACT TTG CCG
CCG TCG GCA
AAC TGC GAC
GAC TGC TCA
TGC TCA GGA

TCA GGA TCA
GGA TCA AAC

GCC GAG GCA
ATT TCG CGA
TCG CGA TTG

Position

57

99

102
126
135
141
150
156
159

162
165

180
192
195

Substitution

C
C
c
c
T
T
T
C -+
C -+

c
c
c
G
C
C
G
C

c

G
A
G
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
G
A
T
G
A
T
A
T

Mutants
after

irradiation
of pUC DNA

_
-
5
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

2
22
-
-
6
-
1

10

46

Mutants
after

irradiation
of ds Ml3 DNA

2
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
6
-
1
-
-
-
-
1

10

Table 3: Base substitutions in 144 bp insert which lead to the introduction of a stop codon and the bp
substitulions founj in this insert after irradiation of pUC'18 and M13mpll) DNA under O ; .

C/G to G/C and C/G to A/T transversion lead to the introduction of a stopcodon,
almost all bp substitutions appear to consist of C/G to A/T transversions except for
2 C/G to G/C transversions at position 160. The high (site) specificity of the mutation
induction is emphasized by the fact that only once a C/G to A/T transversion (located
at position 193) is found at one of the 8 additional sites available in the 144 bp sequence
to score this mutation (see table 3). Another remarkable finding is, that at one of the
2 other sites, where both C/G to G/C and C/G to A/T transversions could be monitored
only C/G to G/C transversions were found (position 100), whereas at the second site
(position 58) no mutations were detected. Apparently the formation and the type of
mutations are strongly dependent on the position of C/G base pairs and their
surrounding sequence.
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4. Discussion

Irradiation of pl'C DNA under oxic conditions by 60Co y-rays in diluted
aqueous solutions, i.e., conditions of indirect effect, gives rise to a very specific mutation
spectrum, both with respect to the position of the mutations us to the type of the
mutations. Generally such a specificity for mutation induction after irradiation is not
found. Irradiation of free phages led only to a preference for some type of mutations
(Tindall et at. 1988), whereas after irradiation of whole cells no mutation specificity at
all is detected (Grosovsky et al. 1988, Tindall et al. 1988, Miles and Meuth 1989). In
these systems both direct and indirect radiation effects will damage DNA. The only other
example of a specific mutation spectrum obtained after irradiation was reported by Ayaki
et al. (1986) who irradiated a diluted solution of ss M 13mpl() DNA in 1()'2 M Tris buffer.
Also in this system DNA is irradiated under conditions of indirect effect. Apparently
specific mutation spectra as a result of ionizing radiation are only obtained if DNA is
irradiated outside the cell and a specificity for both position and type of mutation is
found only if DNA is irradiated in diluted solutions (conditions for indirect effect).

In the pUC spectrum only 3 types of bp substitutions are detected: C/G to
A/T transversions, C/G to G/C transversions and C/G to T/A transitions. In the
mutation spectrum of M13mpH) DNA irradiated under identical conditions the same
3 types were found (see table 2). However the predominant type in the pUC spectrum
is a C/G to A/T transversion, whereas the most important type in the M13 spectrum is
a C/G to G/C transversion. Previously we proposed that the radiation product
8-hydroxyguanine plays an important role in the induction of C/G to G/C transversions
in ds M13 DNA (Hoebee et al. 1988). The syn form of 8-hydroxyguanine can base pail
with the enol/imino form of guanine in the way proposed by Topal and Fresco (1976).
In 32P post-labelling experiments we could detect the formation of 8-hydroxyguanine in
a dose dependent way in ss M13 DNA which was irradiated under same conditions as
used in our mutation experiments (Lutgerink et al. unpublished results).

Besides the predominant bp substitution mentioned above, we found C/G to
T/A transitions. The induction of this mutation can be explained by a deaminated
radiation product of cytosine which is related to uracil (Hutchinson 1988). Mispairing
with an adenine leads to C/T to T/A transitions. This mutation was also found in the
radiation-induced spectra in ss M13 DNA (Ayaki et al. 1986) and in A phages (Tindall
et al. 1988). So the processing of this radiation product of cytosine in the different
systems may be the same.

Almost 7(Wc of the mutations are located around position 160. After
irradiation of ds M13 DNA under the same conditions (Hoebee et al. 1988) this DNA
area was found to be a hotspot for mutations too. In this last spectrum most mutations
were scored in DNA regions containing a TGCT/ACGA sequence, which is also present
in the DNA region around position 160. We proposed that this sequence might be
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involved in the formation of radiation-induced lesions or interferes with repair or
replication of DNA damages in the vicinity of this sequence. The observation that in the
[il'C spectrum most mutations are also located in the neighbourhood of a TGCT/ACGA
sequence strengthens our hypothesis.

The mutational hotspot of both the pl'C and the M13 spectrum is located at
position 160 (see table 2). Since the 2 spectra an' obtained under the same irradiation
conditions and both DNA molecules are supercoiled and contain the same mutation
target, we suppose that the mutagenic lesions were identical. An intrigueing aspect is that
most of the mutations scored at position 160 are different in the two spectra. In pi C
DNA mostly C/G to A/T transversions were found, whereas in M 13 DNA all mutations
are C/G to G/C transversions.

How can we explain the difference in the type of bp substitution at the
hotspot in the pi C and M 13 DNA spectrum? Since the premutagenic lesion is supposed
to be the same for both type of" transversions. the difference must be the result of
another processing of this lesion during DNA replication or repair, which takes place in
the /:'. coli cell. It is known that most repair systems in /.. coli function on extra
chromosomal DNA. Although there might be a difference in efficiency for these repair
systems, this can not explain the different type of mutations observed in the two systems.
One would only expect a difference in the frequency of mutations. Therefore the
differences in type of mutation must be explained h\ another way of processing of" the
DNA damage during the replication rather than during repair processes.

Plasmid replication as well as the phage replication is not linked to
chromosomal DNA replication and both utili/e the E. coli host systems for their
replication. Although there is a difference in the initiation of the replication both systems
use DNA polymerase III holoenzyme to elongate the chain. The replication of Ml3
follows the rolling circle model (Baas 1^85) whereas plasmid DNA replication does not.
Infortunateh it is not known whether there is a difference in fidelity of both DNA
replication processes.

We suggest that during the replication of M13 DNA the special base pairing
between N-hydroyxguanine and guanine is allowed (see above) which will lead to C'/Ci
to G/C transversions. However the replication machinery of the plasmid does not allow
this type of base pairing, bin recognizes this product as a non-coding lesion that blocks
replication leading to SOS induction. I'ndei SOS conditions mutagenic bypass might
occur by the insertion of an adenine opposite a non-coding lesion (A-rule. Loeb and
Pieston 1W6). In the case of 8-hydrox\guanine the incorporation of an adenine will lead
to C/G to A/T transversions, which is the predominant type of bp substitution on
position ie>ll in our mutation spectrum in pi C DNA. The induction of the SOS response
is required to bypass non-coding lesions. We did not induce SOS response by a special
pretreatment of E. coli cells. Presumably the introduction of a radiation-damaged DNA
molecule into E. coli is enough to induce SOS response.
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At position 100 we detected in the pl'C spectrum 5 C/G to G/C
transversions, whereas on this site no mutations were scored in the M13 spectrum. The
occurrence of these five mutations is hard to explain. They probably arise from u DNA
lesion that is not mutagenic (but lethal?) in MJ3 whereas during pLJC" replication C/G
to G/C transversions are introduced.

The number of induced frameshifts differs considerably in both replicons. In
M13 DNA 2(C7r of the mutations were frameshifts. In pUC DNA only one frameshift
was detected (3%), which was a deletion. The larger amount of frameshifts found in M13
shows that the replication machinery of M13 is more susceptible to frameshifts than the
replication machinery of the plasmid. This is another indication that the processing of
Y-ray-induced DNA damage in plasmid DNA is different from M13 DNA during
replication.

In summary, the rao.ution-induced mutation spectra in pliC plasmid and M 13
DN'A are both very specific in type and position of the mutations. However the
predominant mutations in pLJC DNA are C/G to A/T transversions whereas in M13
DNA C/G to G/C transversions are found. In both spectra most of the mutations are
located in a DNA area round position 160. The difference in the predominant type of
mutation is probably the result of a different processing of radiation-induced lesions
(e.g., 8-hydroxvguanine) during DNA replication.
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CHAPTER 5

Irradiation of DNA in aqueous solutions does not always lead
to mutation induction.

Abstract

Irradiation of double-stranded (ds) M 13mpl() DNA under conditions where about half of the reacting species
consists of H ' radicals and the other half of O H ' radicals, does not lead to an increase in Ihe mutaiion
frequency. The same was true when single-slranded (ss) M 13mpl() was irradiated under circumstances where
OH' radicals are the predominant reacting species under both oxic and anoxic (N2O) conditions. Since in
all these cases irradiation brings about inactivation of DNA we conclude that irradiation of DNA under
certain conditions results in lethality rather than in mutation induction.

1. Introduction

Exposure of cells to ionizing radiation results in the introduction of radiation
damage in the DNA molecules. These DNA damages will be introduced by direct energy
disposition in the DNA itself (direct effect) or by energy disposition in the vicinity of the
DNA molecules (indirect effect). In a theoretical study Michaels and Hunt (1978)
calculated that in cells both effects contribute about 50% to the total of radiation-
induced DNA damage.

Since cells consist for almost 70% out of water, a large part of the indirect
effect will be caused by the reactions of radicals formed by energy absorption of water
molecules, which are OH' radicals, H* radicals and hydrated electrons. The role of these
radicals in induction of lethal DNA damages was studied by Lafleur (1978) and Nabben
et al. (1984). After irradiation of both ss and ds ^X174 DNA in diluted aqueous solutions
and transfection to E. coli host cells, they found that OH" radicals and H' radicals
inactivated ds 0X174 with an equal efficiency, whereas hydrated electrons had only little
influence on the inactivation. The subject of our investigation is to analyze to what extent
DNA modifications t : ied by attack of OH' and H' radicals are involved in mutation
induction and the kinds of mutations they bring about. Previously we investigated the
mutagenic potential of OH" radical damage induced in ds MI3mpl() and pUC18 DNA
under oxic (Hoebee et al. 1988 and Hoebee at al. 1990) and anoxic conditions (Hoebee
et al. 1989). In this paper the results of experiments are discussed designed to investigate
the mutagenic potential of H ' radical damage in ds M13mplO DNA. In these
experiments w: irradiated ds M13mplO DNA under N2 condition;; in a diluted aqueous
solution in the presence of 10'2 M phosphate buffer. Under these radiation conditions the
hydrated electrons will be converted to H' radicals in a reaction with phosphate
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(von Sonntag 1987). As a result of this reaction 55% of the reacting species during
irradiation will be H* radicals whereas the remaining 45% are OH' radicals.

Beside the role of H* radical DNA damage in mutagenesis we were interested
in the mutation induction in ss M13 DNA. Since most repair systems for DNA damages
require ds DNA as substrate, radiation-induced mutations in ss DNA may give
information about the mutagenic potential of DNA damages that are normally removed
by repair systems. For this purpose we irradiated ss M13mpH) DNA in diluted aqueous
solutions while flushing O2 or N2O gas through the solution during the irradiation. Under
both conditions OH* radicals are the main reacting species forming primary DNA
radicals, but in the presence of oxygen of O2 some of these DNA radicals may react wiih
oxygen (von Sonntag 1987).

Mutations in both ds and ss M13mplO DNA are scored in the lacZ region in
which an additional 144 bp inframe insert was cloned. The same system used in our
above mentioned studies on the mutation specificity of OH" radical damage in ds M13
DNA.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. DNA isolation

Ds M13mpl() DNA with the 144 bp insert was isolated according to Maniaces
et at. (1982) and extensively purified by dialysis as described previously (Hoebee et al.
1988).

Ss DNA was isolated using the following procedure: The infection and
multiplication of M13mplO phages which had a 144 bp insert in their lacZ region, were
performed as described by Messing (1982). The bacterial cells are removed by
centrifugation at 10.000 rpm for 10 minutes. 100 ml 15% PEG-20,000 (polyethyleen-
glycol) containing 2.5 M NaCI is added to 400 ml supernatants, mixed, and the mixture
is left at room temperature for 30 minutes. The phages are collected by centrifugation
at 10,000 rpm for 10 minutes. The pellet is resuspended in 4 ml 10'2 M Tris.HCl buffer,
pH 7.6 and centrifuged for 5 min at 5000 rpm to remove bacterial residues (pellet). The
4 ml phage solution is loaded on a CsCl blockgradient with the following refractive
indices: 1.38; 1.36; 1.34 and centrifugated for 2.5 hours at 39,000 rpm in a Beckman 50
rotor. The light blue band located in the CsCl solution of a refractive index of 1.36 is
isolated, brought into a new centrifuge tube which was filled up with a CsCl solution of
a refractive index of 1.36. The tubes are centrifugated overnight at 39,000 rpm in a
Beckman 50 rotor. The phages (light blue band) are isolated and dialyzed two times for
1 hour against 1 liter 10'2 M Tris.HC buffer, pH 7.6. The protein coat of the phages is
removed by repeated phenol extractions and ss M13 DNA is concentrated with ethanol
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as described by Messing (1982). Afterwards ss M 13mpl() DNA was extensively purified
by dialysis as described previously (Hoebee et al. 1988).

2.2. Irradiation conditions

Ds M13mpl() DNA with the 144 bp insert (6 yUg/ml) dissolved in HY2 M
sodium phosphate buffer (pH 7.3) containing 10'" M MgCI, was irradiated with 60Co
Y-rays at 0.5 Gray min"'. Prior to (for 30 min) and during irradiation N2 was flushed
through the solution.

Ss MBmplO DNA with the 144 bp insert was irradiated with 6()Co y-rays a
concentration of 5.6 p!g/ml in 1()"3 M phosphate buffer pH 7.3 and 1()"4 M MgCl2, with
a dose rate of 0.5 Gray min"'. Before and during irradiation O2 or N2O gas was flushed
through the solution.

2.3. Transfection and plating

Transfection of the irradiated DNA to E. coli KMBL 5071 (F'(!ac/°,ZA
M\5,pro)/araA(lac,pro),thi) and plating on X-gal indicator plates was carried out as
described before (Hoebee et al. 1989). Ds M13 DNA was transfected in quantities of 75
or 150 ng and ss M13 DNA in quantities of 200 ng. Progeny phages with a mutation in
the lacZa region of M 13mplO or in the 144 bp insert are detectable as colourless plaques
each of which originates from the transfection of an E. coli cell by a different M13 DNA
molecule, containing a radiation-induced premutagenic lesion in the target sequence;
therefore the mutants are independently obtained.

3. Results en discussion

3.1. Mutation induction in ds M13mplO DNA.

Irradiation of ds M13 DNA with y-rays under nitrogen in the presence of
1()'2 M phosphate buffer, where H' and OH' radicals are present in about equal amounts
does not lead to an increase of mutation frequency in the total lacZa region including the
144 bp insert (table 1). This result is obtained using two different DNA preparations.

Under N2O conditions, where 90% of the reacting species are OH' radicals
and only 10% H* radicals, irradiation leads to an increase in mutation frequency by a
factor 6 (at ~ 10% survival, dose 1.5 Gray, Hoebee et al. 1989) compared to the
spontaneous frequency. If the solution is saturated with (inert) N2 instead of N2O and
phosphate (102 M, pH 7.3) is added the total number of OH" radicals is halved and the
quantity of H' radicals increases by a factor of about six. Therefore we would expect
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Dose
(Gray)

0
0.38
0.75
1.50
3.00

Number
experiments

15
2

12
11
2

Average
surviv.

(%)

100
46
48
20
2

Total
number
plaques
(xlO4)

20.7
0.9

19.2
56.6
2.6

Number
white

plaques

29
1

27
93
4

Mutation
frequency

(xl(r4)

1.4
1.1
1.4
1.6
1.5

Table 1: Survival and mutation frequency after irradiation of ds MI3mpl() DNA with the 144 hp insi rl
under N, conditions in 10 : M phosphate buffer (pH 7.2).

that the mutation induction which originates from OH' radical damage to be half of that
obtained under N2O. This mutation frequency would be further enhanced if H' radical
attack leads to mutagenic damage.

The results from our experiments do not come up to these expectations: there
is no clear increase of the mutation frequency after irradiation (table 1).

A firsthand explanation might he that most of the H' radical damage is lethal,
diminishing the possibility that mutagenic OH* radical damage is expressed. Nabben
et al. (1984) showed however that both radicals are equally effective in inactivation of
ds DNA. Moreover our experiments show that the survival under N2 conditions does not
lead to a lower survival compared to N2O conditions (Hoebee et al. 1989). This implies
that the replacement of half of the OH' radicals by H' radicals does not result in a
higher lethality. Furthermore a large number of radical-induced DNA damages does not
cause inactivation, e.g., most ss breaks in ds DNA (von Sonntag 1987), which rules out
that most of H' radical damage is lethal. Finally it was shown by Nabben et al. (1984)
that part of the damage introduced into ds 0X174 upon irradiation under N2 in the
piesence of phosphate {i.e., similar conditions as applied in the experiments described
here) and almost certainly due to H* radical attack is repaired in an excision {uvrA)
repair dependent way. Excision repair may be involved in the lack of mutation induction,
since we do observe an increase (by about a factor 2, data not shown) when an excision
repair deficient (uvrA~) host strain was used.

Another explanation for the fact that OH' radicals do not induce mutagenic
lesions in the presence of about the same amount of H" radicals might be that H*
radicals undo the mutagenic OH' radical damage or convert it into a lethal damage. This
would imply that H' radicals attack preferentially in the vicinity of the mutagenic OH"
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radical damage. As radical reactions with DNA occur randomly along the DNA chain,
this possibility does not seem very likely. The same holds for possible migration of the
radical-induced damage (by H' radicals or possibly by hydrated electrons, which have
escaped reaction with phosphate) along the DNA chain to mutagenic OH' radical-
induced lesions. One could imagine however, that migration of the primary formed DNA
radical along the DNA helix might be possible before subsequent reactions take place
fixing the DNA damage. The migration of primary DNA radicals i.iduced by H" radicals
•youid then result in the conversion of mutagenic DNA OH' radical-induced damages in
non-mutagenic ones. However this is very speculative and we must restrict ourselves to
the conclusion that an increase of the number of H* radicals and a decrease of number
OH" radicals leads to the disappearance of radiation-induced mutations, a phenomenon
which we cannot explain at the moment. A thorough analysis of the DNA radiation
products formed under different conditions (N2, N2O and O2) might contribute to our
insight into the mechanisms involved in this unexpected phenomenon.

3.2. Mutation induction in ss MUmplO DNA

Irradiation of ss M 13mpl() DNA with the 144 bp insert with ""Co y-rays under
vixic conditions does not lead to an enhanced mutation frequency as can be seen in
taole 2. On the other hand irradiation of ds M13 DNA under the same conditions results
in an increase of the mutation frequency with a factor 3 at ~ 40% survival and of a
factor 7 at ~ 10% survival (Hoebec et al. 1988).

Also after irradiation of ss M23 DNA under anoxic (N2O) condition no
increase in the mutation frequency (see table 3) was observed. After irradiation of
ds M13 DNA under N2O conditions we observed an increase by a factor 4 of the
mutation frequency at 15% survival (Hoebee et al. 1989). Apparently DNA lesions
induced after irradiation in ss DNA are lethal rather than mutagenic.

Dose
(Gray)

0
0.20
0.40

Number
experiments

3
3
3

Average
surviv.

{%)

100
53
29

Total
number
plaques
(xlO4)

4.8
2.6

13.4

Number
white

plaques

29
12
83

Mutation
frequency

(xl(>-«)

6.0
4.6
6.2

Table 2: Survival and .nutatiun frequency aflcr irradiation of ss M13tnpl<) DNA wilh tbc 144 bp insert
under O2.
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Dose
(Gray)

0
0.21)
0.40

Number
experiments

6
3
2

Average
surviv.

('/<•)

100
20
13

Total
number
plaques
(xl()4)

2.87
0.68
1.81

Number
white

plaques

13
2
5

Mutation
frequency

(xUr4)

4.5
2.9
2.8

Table 3: Survival and mutation frequency after irradiation of ss M13mpl() DNA with ihe 144 bp insert
under N-O.

A great part of the lethality will be due to strand breaks, which can not be
repaired is ss DNA. In ss bacteriophage 0X174 DNA irradiated under oxygen under
similar conditions as used by us, it was shown that already at a survival of about I5r/r
(dose of 0.5 Gray) an average number of one single-strand break per DNA molecule is
induced (Lafleur 1978).

The most important difference with respect to repair between ss and ds DNA
is that DNA excision repair systems usually need ds DNA as substrate. So ss DNA is
badly repaired and presumably most ss DNA molecules contain, even at low doses, lethal
DNA lesions which will inhibit DNA replication and thus prevent expression of
premutagenic lesions.

Furthermore it might be that radiation-induced DNA lesions in ss or ds DNA
are different. In the case of ds DNA the bases are located inside of the DNA helix and
are probably not readily accessible for radical attack, whereas in ss DNA the bases and
the sugar moiety are equally accessible. This could result in different amounts and types
of pre-mutagenic DNA lesions in ss and ds DNA.

Unlike our results Ayaki et al. (1986) observed an increased mutation
frequency with a fa< tor 5 compared to unirradiated DNA at 0.1% survival (dose 200
Gray) after irradiated of ss M13mpl() DNA in air and transfection of their DNA to
E. coii host cells. However they irradiated their DNA in a Tris.HCl (10'2 M) / EDTA
(10'3 M) buffer. The buffer components at these concentrations scavenge nearly all OH'
radicals and the resulting secondary radicals probably react with DNA (von Sonntag
1987). The mutations they analyzed were presumely caused by damage induced by Tris
radicals (or EDTA radicals). This puts strong doubts on the biological significance of the
mutation spectrum thus obtained.
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CHAPTER 6

Discussion

Although the mutagenic effect of ionizing radiation was already known in the
beginning of this century and the number of published articles on genetic effects of
ionizing radiation is enormous, not much is known about the underlying molecular
mechanisms by which the mutations arise. One of the problems is that ionizing radiation
causes probably up to a hundred different radiation products in DNA (Hutchinson 1985)
which makes the correlation between radiation-induced products and their possible
mutagenic potential very hard to study. To understand the molecular mechanisms of
mutation induction, analyses of mutations on the base sequence level are required.

The first analyses of ionizing radiation-induced mutations on the molecular
level were reversion analyses of mutants to (pseudo) wild type and were done in
bacteriophages, prokaryotes and lower eukaryotes (reviewed by Joenje et al. 1990).
However, in most studies the exact sequence change was not determined and not all
types of mutations were detectable (e.g., frameshifts were not detectable in most
systems).

The development of direct sequence techniques now makes it possible to
determine changes in the base sequence without great experimental difficulties. In the
last few years radiation-induced mutation spectra were obtained after irradiation of
ss M13 DNA (Ayaki et al. 1986), irradiation of free A. phages or prophages inserted in
the genomes as lysogens of E. coli (Tindall et al. 1988) and two spectra were obtained
after irradiation Chinese Hamster ovary cells (Grosovsky et al. 1988, Miles and Meuth
1989), while in this thesis two mutation spectra are presented obtained in ds M13 DNA
(Hoebee et al. 1988 and 1989) and one in plasmid pUC DNA (Hoebee et al. 1990).
Mutants which represent larger genomic alterations in mammalian cells in several genes
were studied with Southern blot hybridization (reviewed by Breimer 1988) and in some
cases the precise nature of the sequence alterations was determined (Breimer et al.
1986).

In this chapter we will discuss the above mentioned mutation spectra, as far
as obtained by others, more extensively and compare them with our results.

1. Mutation spectrum obtained after irradiation of ss M13 DNA

After irradiation of ss M13mplO DNA in a diluted aqueous solution in air
Ayaki et al. (1986) analyzed the mutations scored in the lacZ region. A mutation
induction of a factor 5 was found at 0.1% survival (dose 200 Gray). However, as
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Base substitutions

G

G

G

A

A

A

T

T

T

C

C

c

Frameshifts

insertion of

A

T

C

G

T

C

C

G

A

T

G

A

+ 1 bp

ss Ml 3 DNA
in

Tris/EDTA
buffer"

-

2

1

-

-

1

1

-

-

7

1

2

15 ;94%

1

M13
transfected

to non-induced
E. coli cells'1

n.d.

12

1

4

1

1

2

-

-

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

) 21 (100.)

n.d.

phages
transfected

to SOS induced
E. coli cells"

n.d.

4

3

-

5

1

5

-

6

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

24 (100%)

n.d.

T a b l e 1: Mutations induced by y-rays in ss Ml ? D N A irradiated in a 1(12 M I r is / ID3 M L D T A buffer

(pH7.S) in air and after irradiation of M13 phages in Imtth in air. (n.d.: not delectable in this system.)

'Ayaki <•< ul. 1W<>; Dose: 20(1 ( i ray ; Survival: U.l'.r; Mutation induction: 5.

'Brandenburger el ul. I 'Wl; Dose: 15 kCiray; Survival: O.Vv; Mutation induction: 4.
hibiil.: Dose: IS kCiray; Survival: 0.7 ' , ; ; Mutaiion induction: ').

described in chapter 5, irradiation of ss M13 DNA under our conditions (both under O2

and N2O) did not lead to an increased mutation frequency compared to the spontaneous
mutation frequency. In both systems DNA was irradiated in diluted aqueous solutions
where DNA damages are mainly caused by the indirect radiation effect. The main
difference between the system we use and the one used by Ayaki et al. is that in their
system DNA is irradiated in the presence of 10'2 M Tris and 10'3 M EDTA. It is known
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that Tris scavenges OH' radicals and Tris derived radicals are formed (von Sonn'ug
1987). So the mutations found by Ayaki et at. are most likely not induced by OH"
radicals. Nevertheless this mutation spectrum gives us some information about mutation:,
induced by secondary radicals formed during irradiation. In ceils a substantial part of the
induced lesions in DNA is supposedly caused by secondary radicals.

The mutation specirum found by Ayaki et al. is characterized by a specificity
for both the type and the position of the detected mutations (see table 1). Bp
substitutions account for 97% of the mutations and the predominant type of mutation is
a C to T transition. They explain the induction of this mutation by a deamination
radiation product of cytosine which will base pair as uracil. Another possibility they
mentioned is the involvement of abasic sites. Opposite these abasic sites preferential
incorporation of an adenine takes place (Schaaper et al. 1983, Kunkel 1984).
Unfortunately it is not known if Tris derived radicals induce such DNA lesions.

2. Mutation spectra obtained after irradiation of free phages
or E. colt cells in broth in air.

During irradiation of free phages and cells both the direct and the indirect
radiation effects play an important role. Besides the DNA molecule, the protein coat of
the irradiated phages will also be damaged and crosslinks between DNA and proteins can
be formed. The loss of viability of the irradiated phages is a result of these different
damages. During irradiation of phages in solution, radicals formed in the solution (mainly
damaging the protein coat) may also contribute to the inactivation of the phages. During
irradiation of whole cells only endogenously formed radicals play an important role in
the inactivation of the cell. Reproductive cell death after irradiation of cells is primarily
caused by DNA damages whereas damages in the cytoplasma and the outer membrane
are of minor importance in this respect (von Sonntag 1987).

Mutation spectra in the cl repressor gene of bacteriophage A., after irradiation
in broth in air with y-rays of free A. phages and of lysogenic E. coli cells in which A is
inserted as a prophage, were determined by Tindall et al. (1988)(see table 2). The
irradiated phages were transfected to both SOS-induced and recA (i.e., no SOS response
is possible) E. coli host cells. Mutation induction was observed in both the host cells,
although the mutation induction in SOS response-induced host is much higher (increase
in mutation frequency of a factor 120 at 4% survival; compared to recA hosts (increase
of a f.i'Uor 20 zt 1'/- survival). This result confirmed earlier experiments showing that
ionizing radiation induces DNA lesions which are partly directly mutagenic, whereas the
other part is only mutagenic in SOS-induced host cells (Bridges and Mottershead 1978,
Brandenburger et al. 1981).
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Base pair
substitutions

G/C - A/T

G/C - C/G

G/C -» T/A

A/T -» G/C

A/T -» C/G

A/T -» T/A

Frameshifts

-1 bp

-2 bp

+1 bp

-1 bp + bp subst

Gross
rearrangements

Phage X Phage A in
in recA" SOS-induced
cells l< cells 2>

13

-

2

3

-

-

18 (

2

1

-

-

20

-

14

-

1

6

85%) 41 (85%)

6

1

-

-

-

Prophage

11

4

6

8

1

8

38 (731

7

-

1

3

3

lacl~
E. coli "'

amber ochre

75

4

35

n.d.

13

8

)

n.d.

n

n

n

n

57

.d.

31

d.

d.

20

d.

Table 2: Mutations induced by v-rays in the <7 gene of phage X and ihc /«t7 gene of E. coli (n.d.: nol
delectable in this system).
''Tindall et al. I'MX; Dose: 5 k(iray: Survival: l'/J; Mutation induction: 20.
''ibid.; Dose: (> kCiray; Survival: 4';?; Mutation induction: 120.
z'ihid.; Dose: 410 Gray; Survival: 20'/!; Mutation induction: 18.
4|(ilickman vt al. I°X(); Dose: 300 Gray; Survival: 5 ' i ; Mutation induction: 7.

The two mutation spectra obtained after irradiation of free phages were
characterized by a specificity for the type of mutation. In contrast to the spectra obtained
after irradiation of DNA in aqueous solutions (Ayaki et al. 1986, chapter 2, 3 and 4 of
this thesis) no site specificity was observed.

After transfection of irradiated A phages to recA' E. coli host cells, the
predominant mutations were found to be C/G to T/A transitions. Tindall et al. proposed
that the induction of this type of mutations is caused by the changed base pairing of a
deaminated radiation product of cytosine. Other indications of the mutagenic potential
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of these deaminated cytosine residues came from a study by Hayes ei al. (1988) in which
ss M13mp2 DNA was treated by osmium tetroxide. Osmium tetroxide reacts with DNA
forming preferentially thymine glycol, but also minor products resulting from oxidation
of thymine and cytosine are formed. After transfection of treated DNA to normal and
SOS response-induced E. colt cells, mutants with a mutation in the lacZ region were
scored and sequenced. Unexpectedly the mutations occurred preferentially or: cytosine
sites rather than on thymine sites, indicating that thymine glycols were not the principal
pre-mutagenic lesions, but rather oxidized cytosine residues. The authors proposed
?-hydroxyuracil as premutagenic lesion, which is a deaminated cytosine product that is
also formed after irradiation of DNA in aqueous solutions (Hutchinson 1985). The
replication and repair of DNA in which 5-hydroxyuracil is incorporated at specific
positions may give a more definite answer about the mutagenic role of this product.

When the irradiated A phages were assayed in SOS response-induced E. co/i
cells, 98% of the bp substitutions had occurred through replacement of the original bp
by an A/T bp (Tindall et al. 19X8). This was explained by the action of damaged bases
as non-coding lesions or as a result of abasic sites. The mutagenic potential of non-coding
lesions was proved in vitro (Strauss et al. 1982) whereas the in vivo replication of ss DNA
containing apurinic sites was shown to be mutagenic but only after induction of the SOS
response (Schaaper et al. 1983, Kunkel 1984). Under in vitro and in vivo conditions an
adenine is preferentially incorporated opposite such a non-coding lesion. During
irradiation of DNA, abasic sites are formed by the release of damaged or undamaged
bases. To what extent other radiation-induced DNA damages act as non-coding lesions
is not known.

After irradiation of k phages as prophage in E. coti cells, all kinds of
bp substitutions without prefeu e for any particular type or position were found.
Compared to the mutation spectra of the free phages an increase in the number of
frameshifts was observed and also some gross rearrangements were found. To explain
the differences between the spectra the authors considered a number of possibilities like
differences in induced mutagenic lesions, distinction in repair of injected phage DNA and
chromosomal DNA and the induction of other mutagenic processes besides the SOS
response upon irradiation of cells with y-rays.

The sequence changes in reverted M13 phages obtained after irradiation of
the phages with y-rays in broth in air were determined by Brandenburger et al. (1981)
(see table 1). In this system only bp substitutions at a specific TAG sequence were
monitored. Irradiated phages were transfected to E. coli host cells which were induced
or non-induced for the SOS response and, as found after irradiation of k phages, in both
cases mutation induction was observed. y-Ray-induced muta.ions scored in non-induced
hosts, we'-e predominantly G to T transversions. Since this transversion was also the
predominant mutation in non-irradiated phages, a part of the detected mutants found
after irradiation is probably from spontaneous origin. The other radiation-induced
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mutations shov no specificity for a certain type of mutation. Reversion of irradiated M 13
phages in SOS-induced host cells was also characterized by a lack of specificity (see
table 1).

After irradiation of E. coli cells by y-rays in broth in air Glickman ct al.
(19X0) determined bp changes in the lad gene (see table 2). However in this system only
the mutations leading to an amber or ochre codon could be identified by the use of
suppressor strains. As found by Tindall et al. after irradiation of E. coli cells, also in this
system all types of mutations were found, although a preference for G/C to A/T
transitions was observed. However this type of mutation was also the predominant
mutation in non-irradiated E. coli cells, (.'nfortunately frameshifts and gross
rearrangements were not detectable in this system.

In conclusion we can say that the spectra obtained so far in prokarvotic
systems differ substantially (see table 1 and 2) which is probably due to the different
radiation conditions.

3. Mutation spectra obtained in mammalian cells

After irradiation of mammalian cells with ionizing radiation gross
rearrangements are detected in almost all the investigated loci (see for a review Breimer
1988). The proportion of such mutations varies from locus to locus, e.g., in the hprt locus
in Chines hamster ovary (CHO) cells almost KYA of the induced mutants had detectable
changes in gene structure as observed by Southern blot analysis, whereas in the aprt gene
in CHO cells this figure amounts to about HYA (Breimer 1988). It seems that locus
specific effects are important in determining the types of mutations tolerated. Two
mutant aprt genes in CHO cells with an altered structure induced by 7-rays were
seqtienced by Breimer et al. (198b). One of these mutants proved to be a 20 bp deletion
formed between two 3 bp direct repeats, while the second was the result of a 58 bp
insertion accompanied by a 13 bp deletion. The latter resembled a spontaneous insertion
mutant.

Two groups analyzed the sequence changes of ionizing radiation-induced
mutants in which no major structural alterations were detected in the aprt gene of CHO
cells (Grosovsky et al. 1988, Miles and Meuth 1989). In both of the 'spectra' the majority
of the mutations were bp substitutions of all types, whereas the other part consists of
frameshifts and small deletions (see table 3). No 'hotspots' were observed. The deletions
found in the two spectra can be classified into two groups. One group of deletions is
flanked by direct repeats and results probably from DNA slippage during replication
mediated by the nearby repeats. The other group of deletions had no repeats in their
surrounding sequence and Grosovsky et al. suggest that they may result from strand
breakage induced by y-rays.
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Base pair substitutions

G/C -+ A/T

G/C -»• C/G

G/C - T/A

A/T - G/C

A/T - C/G

A/T - T/A

Frameshifts

+ 1 bp

-l bp

-2 bp

Small deletions

(5 - 30 bp)

Mutations in
aprt gene

11

3

1

1

1

3

2

-

1

1

3

16

the

4

5

6

2

1

2

1

4

-

5

30

Table 3: Mutations induced by y-rays in the aprt gene in CHO cells after irradiation in medium in air.
" Grosovski el al. 1988; 9 of the original 55 radiation-induced aprt~ mutants showed detectable genomic
rearrangements; Dose: 5 Gray; Survival: 16%; Mutation induction: 13.
21 Miles and Meuth, 1989, 20 of the original 85 radiation-induced aprt ~ mutants showed detectable genomic
rearrangements; Dose: 2.5 Gray or 4.0 Gray; Survival: 30% rcsp. 13%; Mutation induction: 10 resp. 20;
Double-mutants are included.

In conclusion we can say that the mutation spectra in mammalian cells
resemble the results obtained by Tindall et al. for prophages after irradiation of E. coli
cells as far as bp substitutions are concerned: no strong preference for a specific type of
mutations is observed.

4. Mutation spectra obtained in this thesis and distinction in mutation
specificity compared to most other mutation spectra.

In this thesis two radiation-induced spectra are discussed, which were obtained
after irradiation of ds M13 DNA in diluted aqueous solutions under respectively O2 and
N2O gas conditions (see also table 4). Irradiation of ds M13 DNA under N2 conditions
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Gas condition

Base pair substitutions

G/C - A/T

G/C - C/G

G/C -» T/A

A/T -<• G/C

A/T - C/G

A/T - T/A

Frames/lifts

+ 1 bp

-1 bp

Duplications

Large deletions

ds

o2

l

16

2

-

-

-

19

2

-

2

-

M13mplO DNA

-

15

5

-

-

-

(83%) 20 (71*

-

6

1

1

pUC18 DNA

0,"

10

7

29

-

-

-

;) 46 (98%)

-

1

-

-

Table 4: Mutations induced by y-rays in the tacZu region wilh the 144 bp insert after irradiation of diluted
aquc.ius solutions of ds MMmpIO and plJC'18 plasmid DNA under different gas conditions.
"Chapter 2 this thesis; 2lChap»er ^ this thesis; "Chapler 4 this thesis.

did not lead to an increase in the mutation frequency compared to the spontaneous
mutation frequency. During irradiation of aqueous solutions under oxygen conditions
OH' radicals are the main reacting species which will react with DNA molecules, thereby
forming DNA radicals. However in the presence of oxygen the formed DNA radicals can
react with oxygen which will lead to another type of DNA damage than in the absence
of oxygen. Under N2O conditions 90% of the reacting species will be OH' radicals
whereas the remaining 10% are H* radicals. Under N2 conditions and in the presence of
102 M phosphate buffer 55% of the reacting species are H' radicals and 45% OH"
radicals.

The two M13 DNA spectra obtained under O2 and N2O gas conditions are
extensively discussed in chapter 2 and 3 of this thesis. In this paragraph we will only
mention the most important conclusions.
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— The two mutation spectra are characterized by a high specificity for both the type and
the position of the mutations.

— The majority of the mutations in the two spectra are located in the vicinity of a
TGCT/ACGA sequence. We will discuss a possible role of this sequence more
extensively at the end of this paragraph.

— Under both of the gas conditions C/G to G/C transversions were the predominant
type of mutation (see table 4) and we proposed that the induction of this mutation
is a consequence of direct base pairing of 8-hydroxyguanine, a radiation product of
guanine induced by OH* radicals, with guanine.

— The number of frameshifts and deletions is dependent on the irradiation conditions.
Under oxygen conditions two frameshifts were +1 bp insertions, whereas under N2O
conditions, all frameshifts were -1 bp deletions (21% of the mutations).

— The mutation induction in the lacZa mutation target observed under the different gas
conditions varies substantially. At ~ 10% survival the mutation induction decreases
under O2, N2O and N2 from a factor 7 to 6 to 1 respectively (see table 5). Whereas
the yield of OH* radicals under O2 is only half of the yield of OH" radicals under
N2O, we conclude that the DNA lesions induced by OH' radicals in the presence of
oxygen have a higher mutagenic potential than the lesions induced under anoxic
conditions.

In chapter 4 of this thesis we discussed the mutation spectrum obtained after
irradiation of pUC plasmid DNA in a diluted aqueous solution under oxic conditions in
the same mutational target as used in ds M13 DNA (see table 4). This spectrum was also
characterized by a high specificity for both the type and the position of the mutations.
Very intrigueing was the finding that the mutational hotspot induced by 60Co y-rays in
plasmid DNA was located at the same site as compared with phage M13 DNA but the
predominant mutation was of a different type. At this site virtually only C/G to A/T
transversions were found in pUC DNA, whereas in ds M13 DNA C/G to G/C
transversions were formed. We suggested that this must be explained by a different
processing of the radiation product 8-hydroxyguanine during replication. During
replication of M13 DNA, 8-hydroxyguanine is able to base pair with guanine whereas
SOS response by-pass is necessary during replication of pUC DNA. Another difference
between the two spectra is that in pUC DNA almost no frameshifts are found. The
larger number of frameshifts found in the M13 system suggests that the replication
machinery of M13 is more susceptible to the formation of frameshifts than in the case
of the plasmid.

In contrast to the mutation spectra obtained in mammalian cells we detected
only two gross rearrangements in our mutation spectra. The large deletion found in the
mutation spectrum obtained under N2O conditions and another detected 478 bp deletion
(obtained in M13, unpublished results) indicate that gross rearrangements (<478 bp) are
detectable at least in the M13 system, but they don't constitute an important group of
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Dose (Gray)

Survival (%)

Total number
of plaques x 1()4

Number of
white plaques

Mut. freq x H)'4

Mut. induction

Mutations in the
144 bp insert

Mut. freq in the
144 bp insert

Mut. induction in
the 144 bp insert

GAS CONDITIONS

o 2
] )

-

100

3.4

3

0.9

1

-

<29

1

1.5

11

10.0

66

6.6

7

10

143

41 f )

N2O2)

-

100

56.8

47

0.8

1

2

3.5

1

2

11

1.8

Q

5.0

6

1

56

16

N2"

-

100

20.7

29

1.4

1

-

-

j

1.5

20

56.6

93

1.6

1

-

-

Table 5: Mutation induclion after irradiation with '"Co y-rays of diluted aqueous solutions of ds M13 DNA
under different gas conditions.
"Chapter 2 this thesis; ''Chapter 3 this thesis; ''Chapter 5 this thesis.
''The spontaneous mutation frequency in the 144 bp insert obtained under N2O is used to calculate this
mutation induction; in both experiments the same DNA batch was used.

mutations in our systems (see table 4).
Irradiation of ds DNA in a diluted aqueous solution leads to a strong mutation

specificity for both the type and the position of the detected mutations (this thesis). The
observed preference for a certain type of mutation might be explained by the formation
of some specific mutagenic intermediates in DNA under these irradiation conditions.
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Discussion

However the site specificity seems paradoxical as the disposition of radiation energy has
a random distribution. Besides preferential and sequence dependent inhibition of repair,
another possible explanation for the observed site specificity is, that the initial random
formation of a DNA radical is followed by a dislocation of the radical in the DNA
molecule to an energetically more favourable position which is likely dependent on the
local base sequence around the new position. Here consecutive reactions occur,r: :ng the
damage at this new position. The major mutational hotspot in both pLJC and M13 DNA
is possibly located on such an energetically more favourable position, while the
TGCT/ACGA sequence present in the vicinity of this hotspot might be involved in the
formation of such a position. That radical migration along the DNA chain may take
place, is supported by results of experiments with DNA radicals in frozen solutions.

Exposure of frozen solutions of calf thymus DNA to y-rays at 77 K gave equal
yields of electron-gain centers localized on thymine (T~) and electron-loss centers
localized on guanine (G + ) as judged by e.s.r. spectroscopy (Cullis et al. 1985). The
selective formation of T~ and G+ is thought to be a consequence of electron and
positive hole migrations taking place via base stacking along the DNA helix (Gregoli
et al. 1982).

In cells and phages the DNA molecules are surrounded by proteins.
Presumably the interaction between the aminoacids of the proteins and the DNA
molecules or the different conformation of the DNA molecules blocks the dislocation of
the primary formed DNA radicals. This may be one of the explanations why after
irradiation of DNA in cells or phages so far no site specificity is observed.
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Samenvatting

Ioniserende straling zoals v-straling, komt op natuurlijke wijze in ons milieu
voor als gevolg van kosmische straling en verval van radio-isotopen, terwijl de laatste
decennia ook door de mens bronnen van ioniserende straling zijn ontwikkeld, zoals
Röntgenapparaten voor medische diagnostiek, 60Co y-stralingsbronnen voor radio-
therapie, nucleaire reactoren in kerncentrales en atoomwapens. Al in het begin van deze
eeuw was het bekend dat ioniserende straling niet alleen gevolgen had voor de
individuen die er aan werden blootgesteld, maar ook voor de nakomelingen. Dit is het
gevolg van mutaties (veranderingen) in het erfelijke materiaal van de cel: de DNA
moleculen. Aangezien mutaties een belangrijke rol spelen in het ontstaan van tumoren,
kan ioniserende straling beschouwd worden als een algemeen voorkomend mutageen en
carcinogeen (kankerverwekkend) agens waaraan elk mens is blootgesteld.

Wanneer een cel bestraald wordt met y-stralen zal er energie overdracht
plaatsvinden van de straling aan celcomponenten, waardoor deze beschadigd zullen
worden. Een aantal van deze beschadigingen zullen voor de cel niet tot ernstige gevolgen
leiden, doordat ze hersteld kunnen worden worden of doordat de celcomponent zonder
gevolgen kan worden vervangen. Andere zullen ernstige consequenties hebben zoals bv.
de dood van de cel, het onvermogen van de cel om zijn DNA te kunnen dupliceren
tijdens het replicatieproces of veranderingen in de genetische informatie van de jel
(mutaties). Deze effecten zijn primair het gevolg van beschadigingen in de DNA
moleculen.

De DNA beschadigingen kunnen veroorzaakt worden door directe ionisatie
of excitatie van het DNA molecuul zelf (direct effect), of doordat reactieve ionen of
radicalen, die in de omgeving van het DNA molecuul worden gevormd, met DNA
reageren (indirect effect). Doordat cellen voor zo'n 70 procent uit water bestaan, zal het
indirect effect voor een groot deel veroorzaakt worden door radicalen die gevormd
worden na ionisatie of excitatie van watermoleculen (OH' en H" radicalen en electronen
die zeer snel gehydrateerd worden). Deze zeer reactieve deeltjes zullen snel met DNA
reageren en alleen al de reactie van OH" radicalen met DNA leidt tot tientallen
verschillende producten.

De in dit proefschrift beschreven experimenten waren erop gericht om een
beter inzicht te verkrijgen in de mutagene eigenschappen van door straling veroorzaakte
DNA modificaties. Daartoe bestraalden wij verdunde oplossingen van DNA in water
zodat alleen het indirect stralingseffect van belang is bij de beschadigingen van de DNA
moleculen. In de experimenten werd tijdens het bestralen verschillende gassen door de
oplossing geleid. Hierdoor kon de hoeveelheid en het type radicaal dat met DNA
reageert worden beïnvloed en was bestudering van de door de afzonderlijke radicalen
geïnduceerde DNA modificaties mogelijk. Hoofdstuk 1 van dit proefschrift behandelt
onder andere de stralingschemie van water, de producten in DNA die bij bestraling
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gevormd worden en hun eventuele enzymatische herstel, de mutatie inductie en
-specificiteit en de rol van 'SOS response' hij de vorming van mutaties.

Voor het detecteren van de door y-straiing geïnduceerde mutaties in DNA
maakten wij gebruik van bacteriofaag M13mpl() DNA en plasmied pUCIS DNA.
Bacteriofaag MLlmplO DNA bevat naast de genen die nodig zijn voor de levenscyclus
van de faag, een deel van het lac operon van de bacterie Escherichia coli. Dit gedeelte
omvat onder meer het lacZa gen, dat codeert voor de a-keten van enzym 8-galactosidase.
Wanneer men MBmplO fagen in E. coli cellen brengt, die het lacZa gen voor een groot
deel missen, maar wel het resterende deel van B-galactosidase maken, dan kan er via
complementatie actief 6-galactosidase gevormd worden. pUC plasmieden bevatten
hetzelfde deel van het lac operon en nadat pUC DNA is opgenomen in E. coli wordt op
dezelfde wijze actief 6-galactosidase gevormd.

Om de analyse van mutaties te vereenvoudigen werd zowel bij M13mpl() als
bij pLJCIS DNA in het lacZa gen een extra, 144 baseparen (bp) lang, DNA fragment
gecloneerd dat de vorming van de a-keten van het enyzm niet verstoort. Mutaties die
kunnen leiden tot een inactief enzym zijn: de introductie van een stop codon, de
verandering van een codon in een codon dat codeert voor een ander aminozuur,
verstoringen in een essentieel operator of promoter signaal, en zogenaamde frameshifts.
In het 144 bp DNA fragment kunnen alleen frameshifts en de introductie van een
stopcodon worden gedetecteerd.

De afwezigheid van actief 6-galactosidase is vast te stellen door E. coli cellen
met daarin opgenomen MBmplO of pUC18 DNA op te kweken cp platen die X-gal
bevatten, een verbinding die blauw kleurt na hydrolyse door 6-galactosidase. De cellen
waarin 6-galactosidase gemaakt wordt zullen blauw van kleur zijn, terwijl cellen met in
het lacZa gen gemuteerde DNA geen kleursverandering geven. De gemuteerde DNA
moleculen werden geïsoleerd en na bepaling van de positie van de mutatie werd van
mutanten met een mutatie in het 144 bp fragment de DNA sequentie bepaald.

De mutaties die gedetecteerd werden na bestraling van dubbelstrengs (ds)
MBmplO DNA in aanwezigheid van zuurstof, staan beschreven in hoofdstuk 2. Onder
deze bestralingscondities zullen met name OH* radicalen het DNA beschadigen, terwijl
het aanwezige zuurstof kan reageren met de primair gevormde DNA radicalen. Dit
resulteerde in een mutatiespectrum waarin een sterke voorkeur voor zowel het type
mutatie als de plaats van de mutaties werd gevonden. De meest voorkomende mutatie
was de vervanging van een C/G bp door een G/C bp. Dit type mutatie wordt na
behandeling van DNA met andere mutagentia nauwelijks gevonden en lijkt dan ook
specifiek voor y-straling te zijn. De inductie van dit type mutatie zou verklaard kunnen
worden door aan te nemen dat het stralingsproduct 8-hydroxyguanine (in de syn vorm)
tijdens de replicatie een basepaar kan vormen met guanine (in de enol/imino vorm) (zie
figuur 3, hoofdstuk 2). Deze baseparing leidt in een volgende replicatie ronde tot de
introductie van een C/G naar G/C transversie.
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Sainemwlliiif!

Bij bestraling van ds Ml3mpl() DNA in aanwezigheid van N\O (lachgas)
zullen 90% van de reagerende radicalen OH* radicalen zijn naast l()r/f H' radicalen. In
het onder deze zuurstofvrije omstandigheden verkregen mutatiespectrum worden
eveneens C/G naar G/C transversies als belangrijkste type mutatie gevonden
(beschreven in hoofdstuk 3). Aangezien 8-hydroxyguanine na een reactie van OH'
radicalen met DNA gevormd wordt (zowel in aanwezigheid als afwezigheid van
zuurstof), is ook in dit spectrum dit type mutatie te verklaren met de speciale baseparing
tussen 8-hydroxyguanine en guanine.

Het belangrijkste verschil tussen de 2 mutatiespectra is gelegen in het grotere
aantal gedetecteerde frameshifts onder N,O welke vnl. deleties van 1 bp zijn. Onder
zuurstof werden er.Kele inserties gevonden.

De mutaties in beide bovengenoemde spectra zijn niet random verdeeld over
het 144 bp DNA fragment, maar komen vaker voor in gebieden waar een TGCT/AGCA
base sequentie aanwezig is, hetgeen suggereert dat deze sequentie een rol speelt bij de
mutatie inductie onder de door ons gebruikte omstandigheden.

Wanneer DNA bestraald wordt in aanwezigheid van stikstof en 1()': M fosfaat-
buffer (pH 7.3). zal ongeveer de helft van de met DNA reagerende deeltjes uit H'
radicalen bestaan en de andere helft uit OH' radicalen (hoofdstuk 5). De bestraling van
ds M13mpl() DNA onder deze condities gaf een onverwacht resultaai: er kon geen
mutatie inductie worden waargenomen. We hadden in ieder geval mutaties verwacht ten
gevolge van OH' radicaal schade (die we vonden onder N\O condities), maar deze komt
blijkbaar niet meer tot expressie. Dit verschijnsel is niet goed te verklaren. Ook na
bestraling van enkelstrengs (es) M13mplO DNA onder verschillende gascondities wordt
er geen mutatie inductie gevonden (hoodstuk 5). Dit is beter te verklaren aangezien es
DNA niet of nauwelijks enzymatisch hersteld kan worden. Het DNA zal al na een lage
stralingsdosis lethale schade bevatten, waardoor de eventueel mutagene schade niet tot
expressie kan komen.

Bestraling van pUC 18 DNA onder zuurstof condities leidt eveneens tot een
zeer specifiek mutatiespectrum (hoofdstuk 4). De belangrijkste 'hotspot' voor mutagenese
ligt in dit spectrum op dezelfde plaats als in het M13 spectrum (hoofdstuk 2) alleen het
type van de mutaties is daar anders. In het pUC spectrum is dit een C/G naar A/T
transversie, terwijl in MI3 DNA alleen C/G naar G/C transversies werden gevonden.
Een mogelijke verklaring voor het verschil in het soort mutatie is, dat tijdens de DNA
replicatie het stralingsproduct 8-hydroxyguanine in de twee systemen verschillend
verwerkt wordt. In M13 DNA is de speciale baseparing tussen 8-hydroxyguanine en
guanine mogelijk, terwijl tijdens de replicatie van pUC DNA 8-hydroxyguanine een niet-
coderende beschadiging representeert, die een blokkade vormt voor het DNA
polymerase. Tegenover dit soort blokkerende beschadigingen wordt na inductie van het
'SOS response' met name adenine ingebouwd, wat leidt tot een C/G naar A/T
transversie. De verschillen in de mutatiespectra, die verkregen werden na bestraling van
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MBmpH) bacteriofaag en plasmied pUC DNA, tonen aan dat het type mutatie in een
bepaalde sequentie niet alleen afhankelijk is van de sequentie zelf, maar ook van het
DNA molecuul waar een dergelijke sequentie is ingebouwd en de wijze waarop deze
gerepliceerd wordt.

Het proefschrift wordt in hoofdstuk 6 afgesloten met een overzicht van door
anderen na bestraling verkregen mutatiespectra in diverse systemen. Deze gegevens
worden vergeleken met onze resultaten.
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Nawoord

Met dit proefschrift is een einde gekomen aan het 'stralingsonderzoek' binnen
de vakgroep biofysica. Het is jammer dat dit onderzoek na ruim 20 jaar als gevolg van
allerlei bezuinigingen het veld moet ruimen. Dit proefschrift wil ik, als laatste
'stralingspromovendus', dan ook opdragen aan degenen die het stralingsonderzoek
opgezet en geleid hebben: prof. Joh. Blok en prof. H. Loman. Zij beiden hebben het
mogelijk gemaakt dat deze onderzoeksgroep zich heeft kunnen ontwikkelen tot een
groep, die nationaal en internationaal gewaardeerd werd, wat bleek uit de vele
samenwerkingsverbanden. Gelukkig wordt een deel van het stralingsonderzoek o.l.v. Prof.
Retel voorgezet aan de medische faculteit en zal Prof. Loman ook in de toekomst hierbij
betrokken blijven.

Door bovenstaande perikelen binnen de vakgroep biofysica was ik de laatste
2 jaar de enige die nog aan 'straling' werkte, terwijl de meeste andere leden van de
vakgroep vol enthousiasme een nieuwe onderzoekslijn aan het opzetten waren. Dit
enthousiasme en de belangstelling die men desondanks had voor mijn werk, waren niet
alleen zeer stimulerend maar gaven me bovendien de kans om over de grenzen van mijn
eigen onderzoek heen te kijken.

Naast de experimenten die ik in de vakgroep biofysica uitvoerde, werd een
deel van dit onderzoek binnen de vakgroep moleculaire genetica in Leiden uitgevoerd.
Ik heb daar niet alleen veel geleerd, maar ik was ook altijd onder de indruk van de
vriendelijkheid en belangstelling die ik kreeg als 'gast'.

Ten slotte wil ik een aantal mensen bedanken die op één of andere wijze
betrokken waren bij de tot stand koming van dit proefschrift.

Mijn promotor Jan Retel bedank ik voor de vrijheid die ik in de afgelopen
5 jaar van hem kreeg. Op H. Loman kon ik altijd een beroep doen voor allerlei stralings-
chemische problemen. Marian verrichtte ruim een jaar niet alleen uitstekend werk voor
mij, maar was ook aangenaam gezelschap op het kleinste labje van de vierde verdieping.
Robin wil ik bedanken voor de duizenden en duizenden platen, topjes etc. die hij voor
me maakte, naast al het andere werk dat hij voor mij deed. Ineke verrichtte allerlei
hand- en spandiensten en bovendien kon ik bij haar altijd terecht voor een babbeltje
tussendoor. Joh. Blok en Rienk van Grondelle hadden altijd belangstelling en
stimulerende opmerkingen. Alle leden van de vakgroep biofysica bedank ik voor hun
gezelligheid, zowel op het lab als daar buiten. Ik denk met veel plezier terug aan de
verschillende Risk-avonden en de traditionele kerstborrel. Daarnaast was vrijwel altijd
iemand bereid mij te helpen met het gieten van platen of om mijn platen in het weekend
uit de stoof te halen. Ik zal overigens, wanneer ik nog eens een werkbespreking van de
vakgroep bijwoon, opnieuw vragen wat de verkregen spectra nu biologisch te betekenen
hebben! Jenny bedank ik voor het drukklaar maken van het artikel dat in hoofdstuk 2
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staat en voor haar belangstelling. De administratie, en met name de heer Van der
Hoeden, voor de vriendelijke en vlotte afhandeling van alles wat met het fRS te maken
had. Yani en Jacqueline wil ik bedanken voor het uitvoeren van de laatste experimenten
en beiden wens ik verder veel succes bij de voorzetting van het in dit proefschrift
beschreven onderzoek.

Tenslotte wil ik de leden van de vakgroep moleculaire genetica bedanken voor
hun belangstelling en vriendelijkheid. P. v.d. Putte bedank ik voor de gastvrijheid die hij
mij verleende op zijn laboratorium, de tijd die hij nam voor het lezen van de
verschillende artikelen en de stimulerende opmerkingen. Riekje en Tineke bedank ik
voor de hulp bij het uitvoeren van een aantal experimenten. Gen' was om de één of
andere reden altijd aanwezig op de zalen waar ik mijn experimenten uitvoerde en
maakte de sfeer vertrouwd en aangenaam. En Jaap, de belangrijkste mensen worden
altijd het laatst genoemd, bedankt!

Naast de groep mensen waar ik via mijn promotie-onderzoek iets mee te
maken had, waren er vele andere mensen in mijn omgeving die altijd geïnteresseerd
waren en die mij de afleiding gaven die je in tijden van hard werken nodig hebt. Zonder
verder namen te noemen wil ik iedereen daarvoor bedanken. Voor één wil ik echter een
uitzondering maken en dat is Willem: bedankt voor alles!
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